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By Ramy Arnaout

and Eva Moy
STAFF REPORTERS

The first plenary session of the
Industry Summit, held last night in
Kresge Auditorium, focused on
"The Role of Government in a
Global Industry." The session was
attended by world leaders in industry and academia, as well as members of the MIT community.
The summit is not a one-time
discussion, but an on-going dialogue about the relation of technology, economy, and management,
MIT President Charles M. Vest said
in his opening remarks. The dialogue in the next three days of the
summit will be dominated by these
forces as the Cold War era ends, -fe
continued.
Vest expressed his hope that the
forum be "a place to come together
to discuss the latest developments of
science and technology and economy" to prepare a new generation of
engineers, scientists, and managers
to lead tomorrow's world.
Heading the discussion were
Vest and Klaus Schwab, president
and founder of the World Economic
Forum. The discussion panel also
featured prominent figures in business and government: Gov. William
Weld of Massachusetts; Percy
Bamevik, president and chief executive officer of ABB Asea Brown
Boveri, the Swiss multinational capital-goods company; John H. Gibbons, assistant to President Clinton
for science and technology; Hisashi
Owada, adviser to the minister of

Work to Focus
On 11 Sectors

foreign affairs of Japan; and Robert
W. Galvin, chairman of Motorola.
The major points that the panelists addressed last night reflected a
shift from capitalism versus comnmunism to capitalism versus capitalism, Owada said. The panelists discussed how to achieve free and fair
international trade. But, as Vest
summarized, the question is,
"What's free, and what constitutes
fair?"
Overall, the real job facing the
nations of the world will be "to
establish the rules of the game and
establish them as soon as possible,"
Vest summarized. Trust and understanding between people are also
vital, he said.
How to promote free, fair trade?
Weld said governments must
find a balance between intervention
and laissez-faire. "Governments
should act as a referee as opposed to
a spectator or player," he said.
Weld also stressed that the government must enforce the rules of
the market to make free trade possible. "Free markets are not free
unless the rules of the game are subscribed to by all," he said. He
added that progress for every nation,
and therefore for the world, will not
be possible if governments take
either too skeptical or too conciliatory an approach to trade.
However, Owada pointed out
that international trade disputes may
be hard to defuse because they origPanel, Page 21
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last night.
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City ayOne Promotes ervice

As a coordinator of a group, I found my experience really worthwhile. Half of my group made butAlong with 820 other MIT' students, I got to tons, while the other half took 12 fourth and fifth
experience being a kid again at City Day One, held graders to four other activities. By the end of the
afternoon, we got to know one another. There was
here at MIT on Tuesday.
~ - ........
- ~For the second annu- Kate, who wanted to be an actress and was interested I
~~~~~~~~~nevnetlcass
iesvn hanfrss
r
7oer
,
ai City Days, 530 Cami niomna ass
iesvn h anfrss
P
~~~~bridge school children And there was Benjamin, with his fake tattoo; and I
cameto
MT topartci-Jean, Who was kind of quiet,.but whose face lit upI
~pate. in studcnt-run when we mentioned sports.
In our first activity, the children worked in pairs 0I
activties ranging imom educational projects to arts
and crafts to sports. Mainly freshmen took part in to build the highest tower possible out of a sheet of 7
City Da- One, but somne upperclassmen volunteered ........ .....
their time as well.
City Days, Page 25
By Sarah Y. Ketghtley
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MIT students help Camibridge etlementalry Ischool studenat. draw deslgw on T-shrts at City
Day One,.
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President Charles M. Vest jots down a note as Gov. William Weld
gives his speech at the first plenary session of the industry Summit

Industry leaders, academics, and
government officials converged on
Cambridge yesterday for a weekend
of discussions on industrial development, billed as the Industry Summit.
The summit, organized by the
Worid Economic Forum and IMiF,
has brought more than 650 corporate
and government leaders from over 50
countries to attend working sessions
in I1I different areas of industry.
Missing from this group will be
several of the biggest names scheduiled to attend the summit. At the
last minute, United Nations Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali
canceled his speaking engagement
at Sunday's closing session. President Clinton and Vice President Al
Gore also could not attend because
they were travelling to promote
Gore's new plan for government
and bureaucratic reform.
The guest list nevertheless
remains impressive; U.S. governmn
leaders include Massachusetts Governor William F. Weld, Senator John F.
Kerry (D-Mass.), and Frederico
Penn, secretary of transportation.
As summit attendees gathered in
Kresge Auditorium yesterday, a
small group demonstrated on the
steps of the Student Center to protest
the narrow focus of discussion and
the elite group in attendance.

Since last spring, there have
been several changes in the Food
service, including the addition of a
MacGregor House Convenience,
Store, a Mrs. FlieOds' cookie cart,
and clear labeling of vegetarian
foods. Pritchett Snack Bar has
closed, and Walker Memorial will
be open fewer hours.
The MacGregor Convenience
Store is "an outgrowth of the small
convenience store that was there
before," Leo said. It replaces the
Next House convenience store,
although the Next ltouse Snack Bar
is still open, he said.
The store was moved to MacGregor because of student demnand
and because it was more accessible
than Next Hlouse, Leo said. The
store is located in a remodeled portion of what was the dining hall. It
is directly accessible from the courtyard, allowing customers to enter
the store without checking in at the
front desk, he said.
The idea was to "make a store
that resembles a little morn-and-pop
store" for the far west side of campus, said Matthew G. Arno '93, student manager of the store.
The store is run entirely by students, with one ARA supervisor. In
addition to the manager, there is
also one assistant manager and

seven or eight cashiers, Arno said.
The success of the store will
determine what will happen with
convenience stores on campus in the
future. "I think it's going to work
really well," Leo said.
Another recent addition is the
Mrs. Fields' Cookie Cart in Buildlag 66. This is "a sm-all satellite service," similar to the Building 4 Colfee Shop. The cookie cart is located
where mnany students and staff' pass
every day "to bring the service to
where the people are," Leo said.
Leo added that lie -isaware the
prices are high, but "people 'like
Mrs. Fields' cookies." lie hopes to
Dining, Page 23
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SafeRide will run on

set schedule.
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Page 17

a RIO Week inreview.
Pages 18-19
a On the Screen, a
review of current
movies.
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With the Clinton administration about to launch a full-dress effort
to win approval of the three-way trade agreement with Mexico and
Canada, the senior House Democrat suggested for the first time Thursday that a vote on the pact may not take place until early next year.
The comnments by House Speaker Thomas S. Foley, D-Wash.,
sent administration officials and congressional supporters scurrying
to emphasize President Clinton's commitment to the North American
Free Trade Agreement.
While Rep. Robert Matsui, D-Calif., one of the key House
Democrats supporting the agreement, termed the question of a delay
a "legitimate technical issue," he discounted the notion that it demonstrated "a lack of resolve by the president or anyone else." And White
House press secretary Dee Dee Myers insisted that the trade areement had not "been put on the back burner."
"There has been no change on the timing or our commitment to
NAFT'A," Myers said, although she and other administration officials
acknowledged that a delay until January was possible.
Administration denials notwithstanding, Foley's comments, and
the miniature firestorm that ensued, illustrated the sensitivity of the
debate over the agreement, and the certainty that the White House
will have to pull out all stops to gain its approval by majorities of
both the House and Senate.
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THE WASHMNGTON POST
WASHINGTON

The Senate Thursday approved a policy on homosexuals in the
military that critics denounced as more restrictive than President
Clinton proposed two months ago in a compromise designed to
resolve disputes over the controversial issue.
It did so in rejecting, 63 to 33, a move by liberals to strip all restrictive language governing homosexuals in the military from the 1994
defense authorization bill and to replace it with a statement that the president should determine the policy in his role as commander-in-chief.
In proposing to leave the issue to Clinton, Sen. Barbara Boxer, DI Calif, said the policy proposed by the Senate Armed Services Cormmittee was more discriminatory than CIinton's compromise and
argued it would "perpetuate the injusticedone to courageous Americans" because of their sexual orientation.
But Anned Services Commilttee Chairman Sam Nunn, D-Ga., said
Congress had a responsibility to act and contended it would be an
"unfortunate abdication of our responsibility and obligations under
'he Constitutioni" not to do so.

America Spendn
:)n Public Schools Soars
TH-E W.4 SH1VG-0-r POST
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committed to elimination of the
Jewish state, formally recognized
THE BALTlMORE SUN'
JERUSALEM
the right of Israel to exist "in peace
Israel and the Palestine Libera- and security."
Israel, for the first time, recogtion Organization Thursday formally ended three decades of bitter con- nized the Palestinians as a national
flict, and set the Middle East on a people with political rights, and the
PLO as "the representative of the
hopefil course for peace.
They agreed to mutual recogni- Palestinian people."
The PLO also said it "renounces
tion, and pledged an end to the hosthe
use of terrorism and other acts
tilities that led to five wars, made
enemies of neighbors and left thou- of violence" and promises to consands dead. The movement toward trol PLO members "to assure their
reconciliation between the two sides compliance ... and discipline violators."
was unthinkable only months ago.
Israel considers that a declaraThe events of the last several
tion
of the end of the "intifada," six
weeks are "inaugurating a new
epoch of peaceful coexistence, free years of turbulent confrontation in
from violence and all other acts which Israelis killed 1,100 Palestiniwhich endanger peace and stabili- ans, and Palestinians killed l50
ty," PLO chairman Yasser Arafat Israelis.
"With the signing of the docudeclared in a letter to Israeli Primne
ments, an appeal will be made to all
Minister Yitzhakc Rabin.
Letters whisked by a Norwegian inhabitants of the territories that
diplomat from Paris to Tunis were they refrain from all acts of violence
to be signed Friday by two old and against Israelis,"' said Israel's police
suspicious foes who spent the better minister, Moshe Shahal. "The Palespart of their lives trying to destroy tinians will have to deal with this
issue. They will do it wit}: their own
each other.
Rabin,, who once ordered Sol- police force, their ownv public.
The exchange of letters Thursdiers to break the bones of Palestiniday
was the first in a line of diploans and had declared "The PLO
steps that could lead to the
matic
without terrorism is not the PLO,"
events here: peace.
rrest
of
acknowledged Thursday he had
States announced
United
The
been forced to change his mind.
the letters are
after
that
"I have reached the conclusion Thursday
finmal, discusit
will
resumne
signed,
t~hat thlere is noc other Palestinian;
partner than the PLO," he said. sions with the PLO, broken off in
1990.
"You don't make peace with
A second agreement mnay be
friends. You make peace with very
signed Monday to turn over Jericho
unsympathetic enemies."
The letters, which were released and the Gaza Strip, areas occupied
Thursday night, end an era in which by Israel since 1967, to Palestinians.
both sides refused to admit the legit- It also would start a five-year
imnacy of the oither. The PLO, long process to give autonomy over their
By Doug Struk

homeland to 2 million Palestinians
on the West Bank and Gaza Strip.
It also may clear the way for
Israeli agreements with Syria,
Lebanon and Jordan, and eventually
for diplomatic recognition by other
Arab nations.
The Israeli letter was to be
signed in Jerusalem Friday morning
at a 9 a.m. ceremony (3 a.m. EST).
The Israeli Cabinet approved the
documents and gave Rabin authority
to sign them Thursday. In Tunis, the
executive committee of the PLO
debated long into the night before
agreeing to permit Arafat's signatures on the letters.
In the letters, the PLO said the
provisions of its covenant "which
deny Israel's right to exist ... are
now inoperative." It promised to
convene the full Palestinian National Council for "formal approval" of
the changes - a requirement of the
charter.
Israeli officials hoped to complete the signing Thursday night,
but time ran out on the globe-trotting efforts of Norwegian Foreign
Minister Johan Jorgen Holst.
The Norwegian diplomat, who
hosted secret negotiations in Oslo
leading to the breakthrough, oversaw agreement on the final details at
the Bristol Hotel in Paris Thursday
morning before jetting to Tunis,
intenuding to proceed later to T el
Aviv.
But the PLO executive committee did not finish its deliberations
until nearly midnight, finally giving
Arafat the authority to sign the documents. Holst was reported to be en
route early Friday momning to Israel
with the papers.
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U.S. Shut Out of Peace Talks,

_

WASHINGTON

The amount of money America spends on its public schools has
soared as much as health care costs, so that each household now
spends an annual average of S2,348 in taxes to fund schools.
* A large part of the rise has fattened bureaucracy and there is no
sigry that the investment improved leaming, according to new study
released Thursday by a bipartisan group of legislators and a former
education secretary William J. Bennett.
In New Jersey, New York, and other places where taxpayers pay
among the most for their schools, the students are among lowest achievers, according to their test scores and high school graduation rates.
"There is no systematic link between spending and academic
achievement," said Emily Feistritzer, president of the National Center
for Education Informnation and author of the study. "Standards, academic rigor and targeted resources pay off."
Public school advocates say it is unfair to criticize the rising costs
of running public schools, especially those in large urban areas,
because the schools are now paying for once unheard of items, such
as metal detectors and foreign language teachers for immigrants from
more than I100 countries.
"New Jersey has more of concentration of poverty, students with limited English proficiency and immigrants than Wyoming," said Michael
Casserly, executive director of the Council of Great City Schools. It is
not only unfair to compare states, he said, but is already generally agreed
on t~hanmoney alone is not the answer to school problems.
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By Michael Morgan
STAFUTORLGS

The first genuine push of autumnal air will arrive this evening as
northwest winds behind a cold front advect cool, crisp, Canadian air
into our area. The weather will feel decidely fall-like with temperatures more typical of mid-October. Cool high pressure will crest over
the area on Sunday and warmner southwest winds will set up for early
next week as the high drifts offshore.
Today: Partly to mostly cloudy with a few showers possible late
in the afternoon. Winds southwest 10-15 mph (16-24 kph). High
79°F (26°C)
Tonight: Shower possible early, then clearing breezy and turning
cooler- Winds shifting to northwest. 10-20 mph (16-32 kph). Low
-57"F (140C).
Saturday: Sunny early, then a few afternoon cumnulus clouds.
Breezy and cool. High around 70'F (21 °F).
Saturday night: Clearing and chilly. Low 48°F (9°:).
Sunday: Mostly sunny and continued cool. High near 70'F (21 C).

But Seeks Credit as Sponsor
By Saul Friedman
NEWSD.4 Y
WAS HINGTON

In 1978, after weeks of feverish
hands-on diplomacy, President
Carter concluded the Camp David
accords and then, at great political
and personal risk, shuttled between
Cairo and Jerusalem to shore up
flagging support for the agreement.
And he presided triumphantly at the
White House on March 26, 1979, as
then-Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat and then-Israeli Prime Minister Menachern Begin signed the first
treaty between the Jewish state and
an Arab neighbor.
In contrast, President Clinton
has met only routinely with Arab
and Israeli leaders. Foreign affairs
has been a back-burner item in his
domestic-oriented administration.
And the president, cautioned by
aides against become distracted
from his dormestic agenda, has
declined suggestions from administration officials and appeals
from both sides to intervene personally to break the deadlock in
the 20-nmonth peace talks in
Washington.
And although the Clinton
administration had declared itself a
"full partner" in the talks in an
effort to revive the lagging negotiations that had begun in 1991, it
turned out the United States was
not even a silent partner, as Israelis
and the Palestine Liberation Organization talked in secret for seven
months in a house in the woods outside Oslo, Norway.
Nevertheless, administration
officials Thursday began planning a
glittering White House ceremony
Monday at which Clinton - representing the United States, as a co-

sponsor of the talks - will bask in
the glow and preside at the signing
of a momentous agieemenet between
Israel and the Palestinians, which
was concluded while the United
States was kept largely in thle dark.
Asked what sort of ceremony is
Department
State
planned,
Spokesman Mike McCurry said, "A
nice one. A historic one." A senior
administration official, who asked
to remain anonymous, said, "We've
got a party to plan."
Clinton called the agreement a
"huge moment in the history of the
Middle East, one of major historic
proportions." And he called Israeli
Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin from
Air Force One to offer his congratulations and a promise that Washington would give its support to the
agreement.

But in contrast to the EgyptianIsraeli treaty, under which the United States has provided as much as
$4 billion a year in economic and
military aid to both countries, the
Palestinian-Israel i agreement "willI
not cost anywhere near that," said a
senior official, noting that nations in
Europe, Asia and in the Persian
Gulf had offered to help pay the
cost of developing the Palesltinian
territories. And the officiala added
that "there will be no involvement
of American forces" in guaranteeing
the security of the areas.
Rabin is scheduled Friday to
sign his letter to PLO) Chairman
Yasser Arafat, formally extending
Israeli recognition of the organization so long condemned by Israel
and the United States for terrorism.
Once Rabin takes his action, a U.S.
Official said, Clinton would take
steps to resume Washington's dialogue with the PLOQ. suspended in

1990 after a terrorist attack in
Israel.
As another senior administration official described it, the United
States, which has been accustomed
to playing a leading role in the
Middle East, as elsewhere, has
become a supporting player in the
drama between Israel and the
Palestinians.
Secretary of State Warren
Christopher, who had made two
trips to the Middle East In his
efforts to breathe life into the peace
talks, learned of thle Isracli-Palestinian breakthrough when Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon Peres came to
his vacation home in Santa Barbara,
Calif., to tell him Aug. 28, hours
before the news was given to
Israelis and the world.
What Peres wanted, said a senior
administration official7 was Christopher's help in briefing shocked Arab
nations one the developments and
urging their support for the IsraeliPalestinian agreement and their continued participation in the ongoing
peace talks.
Clinton and Christopher sent letters to other Arab states, including
Saudi Arabia and the Persian Giulf
nations, trying to enrou~rage their
financial support for the interim
Palestinian government to be establishled in the Gaza Strip, Jericho
and, eventually, much of the We~st
Bank.
Embarrassed that Washington
knew almost nothing about the
Israeli-PLO talks for so long, senior
State Department officials scramnbled to leak stories that Christopher
virtually orchestrated the secret
negotiations, said one official, who
added, "Obviously, we were reaching a bit."
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U.N. peacekeeping forces and
American helicopters cla shed with a
crowd of Somalis on Thursday in a
battle that killed substaintial nunsbers of women and chi]ldren, U.S.
and U.N. officials said, X
raising new
concerns here about the U.S. presence in Somalia.
The carnage came aft(er scores of
Somali gunmen, shieldedi by women
and childrenman3y of them
apparently armed - attaacked some
135 U.S. and Pakistani peacekeeping troops, killing a Palkistani soldier and wounding five Pakistanis
and three U.S. soldiers.
The U.N. troops thein called in
American Cobra helicoptcer gunships,
which fired 20 mm cann,ion into the
crowd to prevent it from coverrunning
the hoops, U.N. officials ssaid.
U.S. Army Maj. D:a,tvid Stoclkwell, the U.N. spokesirman in the
So:mali capital of Mogaidishu, said
the gunships fired as a-" 'last resort"

Analtsvs
Savings

to keep the U.N. troops from being
attacked by the mob, as they have
been in previous clashes. The gunmen hidden in the center of such
crowds usually are heavily armed.
The actual number of Somali
casualties was not immediately
clear. U.N. officials conceded that
civilian casualties were high.
The incident seems certain to add
to growing concern in the United
States about the tenor of the U.N.
and U.S. peacekeeping mission in
Somalia and appears to heighten the
emotional element in the debate,
prompting members of Congress to
recall memories of the Vietnam War,
where the distinction between enemy
forces and civilians often was
blurred, and the October 1983 bombing of a Marine barracks in Lebanon.
The violence also may hold
implications for possible U.S.
involvement in Bosnia.
On Thursday, Congress launched
its first formal attack on the Clinton
administration's policy in Somalia
as the Senate passed a resolution

THE TECH Pa6E 3
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demanding that President Clinton
present a detailed plan for continued
U.S. peacekeeping efforts and later
seek Congress' approval.
The bipartisan measure, based on
a stronger proposal by Sen. Robert C.
Byrd, D-W.Va., calls on the president
to unveil his medium-term "game
plan" by Oct. 15, and to seek Congress' blessing fo:>mally 30 days later.
Passage came on a vote of 90-7.
Lawmakers have become dissatisfied with U.S. policy in Somalia
because the nature of the peacekeeping operation there has changed.
U.N. forces took over from U.S.
commanders last May and the effort
has turned into a test of wills
between the U.N. and fugitive warlord Mohammed Farrah Aidid.
In all, eight U.S. soldiers have
been killed in action in Somalia
since U.S. frces arrived last
December, while 61 - including
the three hurt Thursday -have
been wounded. The fighting there
has become more intense as Aidid
has rallied his militia.

By Ann Devroy and Ste-phen Etarr
THE WASHIfNGTON PO.ST
WASHINGTON

President Clinton's (claims that
his proposals to streamliine government wi II save $108 bilIii on and tn'm
252,000 federal jobs aree based on
tenuous economic asses!sments and
guesses unsupported by facts,
according to some indepcendent budget analysts and officiads familiar
with similar government efforts.
Two days after Clintkon unveiled
the National Performancee Review in
a Rose Carden ceremoniy, the proposals themselves are receiving
widespread praise from lthe experts.
But the cost savings claiims do not.
'The review's chief weaikness is its
estimates for how muich can be
saved and how many fiederal jobs
can be shed," said Robertt Greenstein
of the Center on Budget t and Policy
Priorities. "Some estim;ates do not
appear to have a firm baasis and are
likely to prove too high. .perhaps by
he said.
amount,"
a substantial
Critics said that in sonTie cases the
administration tallied saviings achievable by certain actions vwithout subtracting the costs of achiieving those
savings. They also sa Ai that the
administration did not ,address the
issue of who would d(o the work

Is

LOS ANGELES TIMES
WASHINGTON

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration Thursday approved the first
drug for the treatment of
Alzheimer's disease, a debilitating
brain ailment that robs millions of
elderly Americans of their memory,
independence and dignity.
Tacrine hydrochloride, or THA,
which will be marketed under the
brand name Cognex, has been
shown in two trials to provide small
but meaningful benefit for some
patients suffering from mild to moderate Alzheimer's.
"Tacrine is the first drug shown to
have some effect onl the disease's devastating symptoms," FDA Commissioner David A. Kessler said in a statement. "It is not a cure for Alzheimer's
disease, but it provides some relief for
patients and their families."
Its manufacturer, Warner-Lambert Co. of Morris Plains, N.J., said
the drug could be available within
weeks. It is expected to cost about

$ 1,500 a year.
Alzheimer's disease is believed
to afflict as many as 4 million
Americans, most of them elderly. It
is rare in people younger than 50,
but strikes about IO percent of those
older than 65 and nearly half of
those 85 and older.
It is characterized by memory
loss, disorientation, depression and
deterioration of bodily functions. Its
cause is unknown, but symptoms
are produced by the death of brain
cells that secrete acetylchoeline, a
chemical, known as a neurotransmitter, that is essential to many
thought processes.
Tacrine blocks the function of
enzymes that normally break down
excess acetylcholine, thereby making more of the neurotransmitter
available to brain cells.
Miany medical experts, however,
believe the disease is under-reported,
since those with Alzheimer's often
die fromn pneumonia or cardiac arrest,
when the disease is actually at fault.
IThe cost of care has-been esti-

cations for contracting out the work
or for analysis of the performance of
the contracts.
One analyst, Susan Tanaka, vice
president of the nonpartisan Commrittee for a Responsible Fcdcra.
Budgets said the administration
review lacks the economic details
and justifications to make a credible
analysis of it. But she too no:ted that
not all of the proposals were certain
to save the money claimed and that
some, such as upgrading technology, may cost money.
"Somehow the savings never
materialize, despite spending billions
on infrastructure," she said, because
large information systems invariably
confront unforeseen problems in the
design and planning stages.
Leon E. Panetta, director of the
president's Office of Management
and Budget, yesterday defended the
savings projections, but stressed
that much would depend on how
many of the proposals survive.
"We have the opportunity to scrub
these numbers for a long period of
time and we feel pretty comfortable
with the targgets that have been put
there," he said. The question, he
said, was how much Congress will
do, not what the administration
projects for savings.

mated at about $100 billion annually in the United States, according to
the Alzheimer's Association.
In addition to its effect on
patients, Alzheimer's also is a
crushing burden for their families
and other loved ones because it
commonly renders the stricken individuals confused, forgetful, badtempered and virtually unable to
care for themselves.
The agency's approval was
based on studies of patients with
mild to moderate Alzheimer's that
showed the drug superior to a medically worthless placebo in a test
that evaluated memory and reasoning ability.
"We're very, very excited: yesterday we had nothing and today we
have something," said Stuart Roth,
chairman of the Alzheimer's A4ssociation. "It is a ray of hope. In some
cases, this drug will help patients
perform daily duties they couldn't
do) before -- and it will also case
some of the suffering of the care
givers.-

DETROIT

More than three years after he shocked the nation by helping a 54year-old woman to kill herself, Jack Kevorkian was ordered Thursday
to stand trial on a criminal charge stemming from the most recent of
17 assisted suicides in which he has participated.
The ruling by Detroit District Judge Willie G. Lipscomb Jr. was a
milestone in Kevorkian's battle with Michigan authorities, setting the
stage for the first jury trial of the retired pathologist who has become
known as "Dr. Death." Arraignment was set for Sept. 24.
Last month, Wayne County Prosecutor John D. CO'Hair charged
Kevorkian, 65, with violation of Mlichigan's new law banning assisted suicide, which carries a maximum penalty of fotlr years imprisonment and a $2,0Q0 fine. Under Michigan law, Lipscomb, acting much
like a grand jury, Thursday found "probable cause" to believe that
Kevorkian committed the crime.
But Lipscomb went out of his way to praise Kevorkian as "a very
courageous person" whose willingness to help others end their lives
"is his method of bringing this issue to the forefront."
'He has created an atmosphere where we must act," Lipscomb said.
In his ruling, Lipscomb said he was not implying that the terminally ill have no right to commit suicide with a physician's help. But
he said physician-assisted suicide should be regulated by the state
legislature and not left to the discretion of individual doctors and
their patients. "I believe it is important for us to pause in a democratic
society to allow the democratic process to fiuction," he said.

1I

A bold attempt to use a man's own genetically engineered skin
cells to immunize hiim against a rapidly growing skin tumor has
begun in a Pittsburgh cancer center, doctors announced Thursday.
Th1 patient, idiaii'tified as a 69-year-oid resident of Kittaning, in
western Pennsylvania, is the first of 20 cancer patients who will get
the highly experimental treatment that researchers hope will revolutionize cancer treatment.
"We believe this is a significant step in the future use of a wide variety of gene therapies to treat cancer," said Dr. Michael Lotze, a co-director of the program at the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine.
The goal of the research, he said, is to use gene-splicing technology to create vaccines that would combat breast cancer, melanoma,
colorectal cancer and kidney cancer.
The vaccine was prepared by taking normal skin cclls from the
patient, growing them in laboratory dishes and inserting a gene that
makes a hormone-like substance, IL4. These engineered cells are then
mixed with cells from the patient's tumor and injected into the patient.
The goal is to get IL4-secreting cells to the tumor, with the hope
that excess IL-4 will stimulate the patient's immune system to attack
the turner cells. The technique seems to work in laboratory mice, but
has not yet been proven in humans.

Aspin Cancels Trip to Sarajevo
NE[fSDA Y
WASHINGTON

Defense Secretary Les Aspin PhD '66, Thursday canceled his trip
to embattled Sarajevo as part of what defense officials say is a retreat
from President Clinton's pledges to use U.S. troops to enforce a possible peace agreement in Bosnia.
Aspin's trip next week to Europe had included a stop in Sarajevo
that many say would have underscored Clinton's earlier promise that
U.S. combat troops - as many as 20,000 - would be dispatched to
the Balkans once the warring factions reached an accord in Geneva.
Defense officials acknowledged that the Aspin visit had not been
approved by Clinton's foreign policy advisers, including Anthony
Lake, the president's adviser for national security affairs.
After complaints from Lake, the Sarajevo stop was dropped. "It
might have sent the wrong message," an Aspin aide said.
Defense officials also said a combination of circumstances now
make it unlikely that U.S. troops would be sent, and a senior military
official said use of U.S. troops to enforce a U.N.-sponsored peace
"was off the boards."

FDA Approves First Alsheimers
Disease Treatment Medication
By Marlene Cimons

THE WASHINGTON POST

NEWSDA Y

Unsupported

being done by the 252,000 jobs that
would be eliminated, or whether that
work could be eliminated.
In assessing the review, some
analysts find not phony numbers per
se but incomplete conputations. For
example, the report said that speeding review of Social Security disability payment beneficiaries who
may no longer be disabled would
produce $4 billion in savings. While
savings are plausible, Greenstein's
analysis noted that it would cost $2
billion for additional personel and
other costs to accomplish the
speedup. That $2 billion was not
subtracted from the projected savings to obtain a net figure.
More broadly, critics said, the
review's largest savings come from
reductions in personnel costs but do
not take into account the possible
costs of someone else performing
the functions of those jobs that will
be elirninated. With regard to procurement and printing, for example,
the review proposed breaking the
monopolies enjoyed by the General
Services Administration and the
Government Printing Office and
tanrning the work out to the private
sector at a lower cost.
- But the review does not take into
account the costs of writing specifi-

Kevorldan Ordered to Stand Trial

Scientists Tying to Use
Gene Technology to Create Vaccines

Charge $ 108 Bitallr
Clain

m

Tenst of Mechanical CPR Vest
Awaiting Go-Ahead From FDA
THE BALH fOS~RESU.'N-

--------BALTfFlMORE

Federal approval is being sought to test a mechanical resuscitation
vest in a national trial, estimating that the vest could save twice as
many heart attack victims as conventional cardiopulmonary resuscitation techniques.
The vest, which wraps around the torso, inflates and deflates once
each second. With each inflation, it exerts pressure evenly to all

areas, restoring blood circulation.
Ten years in development, the vest is the invention of researchers
at the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine. Last year, Hopkins
licensed a Baltimore-based company, CardioLogic Systems Inc. to
test and produce it.
Pending approval by the Food and Drug Administration, trials
would begin by November on 300 to 400 patients in tile early stag-s
of a heart attack. The trials would take place at several hospitals but not at Hopkcins, because the institution as well as researchers therfhold shares in the company.
Dr. Henry Halperin, director of the cardiac mechanics laboratory
at Johns Hopkins, said the vest has a better chance of reviving
patients and saving lives than manual CPR, which is successful I 5
percent of the time.
The chief advantage, he said, is that the vest exerts pressure all
around the torso, squeezing blood to the heart and brain more effectively than hand compressions, which exert force in just one area.
"The more blood flow you generate during CPR, the more likely
you are to save the victirns," Halperin said.
I
i
L

He

said the vest is much safer than the manual techlnique, which

can fracture ribs and damnae internal crgans.
i
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I am writing in response to the flood of
negative articles and letters dealing with
MIT's housing policy in recent issues of The
Tech. With the long waits and the administrative hassles that have been faced this week,
the complaints are understandable. However,
the benefits of this housing policy are worth
the headaches of these short-lived problem s.
At first glance, one might look at MIT's
method of finding homes for its new students
and wonder why such a reputable school
would choose to go through chaos every year
when there arc much simpler methods of dealing with the issue. Why not follow the example of other schools and assign each student a
room before he arrives? This would ease the
pressure on the freshmen as well as the
administration. However, one must also ponder why one of the top schools in the world
would care so much about its students as to be
willing to go through this ordeal so that they
can live in the place of their choice with people they can relate to and a room that meets
their needs. I have never heard of another
school's housing policy that just happened to
assign 90% of the freshmen to their first
choice dorm!
Each dorm and independent living group at
-. 1Tas
llJsti.etVi;
-/pCNoldlity
ast a
lUlsuL Of
students who have similar interests and personalities choosing to live together. The flavor
of each dorm cannot be determined from a
picture in a brochure or a flowery-worded
description in a book. The tours and Residence and Orientation Week activities are
necessary to capture an idea of what living in
a certain dorm or ILG would really be like.
Without the freedom to choose the place he
will live, a student may easily find himself in
a situation which is not compatible with
adjusting to being away from home, finding
inner con,,tentmen=, or event academic success.
Last year, I went through the ordea! of
moving from temporary room to temporary
room, waiting in long lines, living out of suitcase for a week, and the general stress of RiO
Week. However, after a not-so-ideal week, I
was assigned to a dorm that I love with people
much like myself. I am grateful for the concem MIT shows for the welfare of its students
and for the freedom the current system allows
us. I believe that one week of lines,
headaches, and chaos is worth four years of
happiness, success, and fun.
Lisa M. Sopata '96
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I am writing in response to Betsy L. Draper's letter ["Christian Student Association Has
Cult Ties," Sept. 2]. I am currently a member
and former president of the student-run organization, and a member of the Intenmational
Church of Christ (which by the way is not
required to be a member of the group), in
Boston.
Ms. Draper's question, "Why is the
Boston/International Church of Christ recognized as a sect amongst other religious
groups?"' is a good question, although it is not
a new one. In fact, first century Christians
receivedi the same response from the religious
community in their fight for truth: "But we
want to hear what your views are, for we
know that people everywhere are talking
against this sect." (Acts 28:22). Unfortunatcly,
as in the first century, America's watered
down, people-pleasing religious community
has branded any controversial group as a cult.
As for the CSA and the BCC we admit: we
are controvcrsial! If that makes us a cult in
I Ms. Draper's eyes, so be it. However, we are
not a cult in the eyes of: former Mayor Flynn
and the City of Boston in which 800 tons of
garbage were collected around the Boston
area and $500,000 was raised for the needy,
I
including
free medical clinics for the poor; the
Red Cross for whom we have sponsored
blood drives; lcpers in India for whom a vili
lage
was built through our benevolent efforts;

__

_

~,.a,

__U_

_

AIDS victims for whom free clinics have been
opened; orphans in Atlanta who now have
homes; and ex-gang members and ex-drug_
users right here in Boston who have traded
their guns and needles for Bibles.
Yes, we are controversial. Why? Simplyv
because Jesus was, and that is what it takes to
make the difference that we have made. Jesus
stood for truth, and our truth and authority is
the Bible. And unfortunately, when you live
by the Bible, or any standard for that matter,
you will be criticized: "'Infact, everyone who
wanlts to live a godly life in Christ Jesus will
be persecuted. . . (2 Timothy 3:12). Put simply, Ms. Draper's allegations are preposterous, and I have no intention of debating her
I uninformed allegations. Yes, we have been
banned from some campuses, which I believe
is the result of close-minded and gossipbreeding people who go as far as to override
the First Amendment of our forgotten Constitution.
In times like these, with David Koresh's
Branch Davidians and other obviously
destructive groups, to a certain extent I sympathize with Ms. Draper's rash assessment.
However, the Intemrnational Church of Christ is
a movement which started with 30 people in
1979 and now has grown to 45,000 worldwide. The church is made up of current and
former professional athletes, from the Los
Angeles Clinpers and Cincinnati Reds, or
example, professional businessmen, doctors,
lawyers, ex-gang members, ex-drug users, exprostitutes, and MIT students of all races,
creeds, and colors. Consider the impact that
the ICC is having: the Johannesburg Church
of Christ is the first South African Church
made up of both blacks and whites. Cult? I
think not.
When T was invited to a CSA-sponsored
bible talk, I too was critical; however, I !was
soon impressed by a group that took a stand
for biblical truth. Unfortunately, history has
proven that being controversial usually means
a plethora of criticism. Consider Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr., John F. Kennedy, and even
Jesus Christ, who were ultimately murdered
for their fight for truth.
James P. Ryan (i
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days before the date of publication.
Letters and cartoons must bear the author's signatures, addresses, and phone numbers. Unsigned letters will not be accepted. No
letter or cartoon will be printed anonymously without the express
prior approval of The Tech. The Tech reserves the right to edit or
condense letters; shorter letters will be given higher priority. Once
submitted, all letters become property of The Tech, and will not be
returned. We regret we cannot publish all of the letters we receive.

Editorials, printed in a distinctive format, are the official opinion of The Tech. They are written by the editorial board, which consists of the chairman, editor in chief, managing editor, executive
editor, news editors, and opinion editors.
Dissents, marked as such and printed in a distinctive format, are
the opinions of the signed members of the editorial board choosing
to publish their disagreement with the editorial.
Columns and editorial cartoons are written by individuals and
represent the opinion of the author, not necessarily that of the newspaper.
Letters to the editor are welcome. They must be typed, doublespaced and addressed to The Tech, P.O. Box 29, MIT Branch, Cambridge, Mass. 02139, or by interdepartmental mail to Room W20483. Electronic submissions in plain text format may be mailed to
letters~the-tech.mit.edu. All submissions are due by 4 p.m. two
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Fridays during the academic year (except during MIT
vacations), Wednesdays dunng January, and monthly
during the summer for $20.00 per year Third Class by The
Tech, Room W20483, 84 Massachusetts Ave, Cambnridge,
Mass. 02139-0901. Third Class postage paid at Auburn,
Mass. Non-profit Organization Permit No. 59720.
POSTMASTER: Please send all address changes to our
mailing address: The Tech, P O Box 29, MIT Branch,
Cambridge, Mass. 02139-0901. Telephone. (617)2531541. FAX: (617) 258-8226. AdvertLsing. subscripton, and
typesetting rates available. Entire contents C 1993 The
Tech. Printedon recycledpaper by Mfa.s Web PrintingCo.
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the BCC. He is a compassionate, hardworking
person who believes the Bible and respects
my relationship with God. I have also known
several undergraduate women in the Church

PRODUCTION STAFF FOR THIS ISSUE

I

_

! am responding to Betsy Draper's caution
against involvement in the Boston Church of
Christ ["Christian Student Association Has
Cult Ties," Sept. 21. 1am a Christian, but not a
member of the BCC, and I have had friends
who have benefited from the group.
When I came to MIT I heard rumors which
disposed me against the BCC, and I wanted to
find out for myself whether they were true. I
found that, while I do not agree with all of
their practices or teachings, this church is not
a cult and it is possible for a person in it to
truly follow Jesus Christ.
I have known several members of the
Church of Christ over the last four years
whose lives showed evidence that they know
God. A student who recently graduated from
my program is a member of and a leader in

Mark Hurst '94, Cherry Ogata '94, Steve
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Do Not Dismiss Church
Of Christ Outright

Christopher Doerr G, Pawan Sinha G,
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of Christ who were not repressed but worked
hard in their academic pursuits and were
encouraged to do so. They too were friendly,
enthusiastic, well-rounded people who supported each other and encouraged others,
including myself.
I suggest that you find out who is sponsoring a religious activity and visit several
groups to find the place that meets your needs.
I also suggest that you find out whether the
groups you visit follow God according to the
standards in the Bible and that you not dismiss
the Church of Christ a priori.
Amy Courtney G

Housing Policy
Worth Hassles

Business Manager
Benjamin A. Tao G
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Electronic mail is the easiest way to reach any member of our
staff. Mail to specific departments may be sent to the following
addresses on the Internet: ads@the-tech.mit.edu, news~thetech.mit.edu, sports@the-tech.mit.edu, arts~the-tech.mit.edu,
photo(the-tech.mit.edu, circgthe-tech.mit.edu (circulation department). For other matters, send mail to general(the-tech.mit.edu,
and it will be directed to the appropriate person.
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THE IUEW HAC£KERS DICTIONARY

THE NETWORKI

Second Edition

Human Communication via
Computer, Revised Edition
Starr Roxanne Hiltz and
Murray Turoff

edlted by E-ic S Raayiond
This new edition of the hacker's own phe.c~nena!!y successful lexicon Includes more
than 200 new entries and updates or revises
175 more Hlstorically and etymologically
richer than ItS predecessor, i: supplies additional background on existing entries while
Still retaining its high giggle value

In the late 1970s.

TECHIOBABBLE
John A. Barry
In this lively account, computerese expert
Barry chronicles an ;mportant linguistic development, which he has termed 'technobabble". the pervasive and indiscriminate use of
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A IHperrrmedlia
Learning Environment for
Introductlot, to Ailgofithi,7s
CD-ROM
Peter Gloor Scott dynes. and Irene Lee

SOFTWARE EDITION
Offers both first-time and seasoned programrers an Ideal environment for developing
rath anid general problem solving skilis.
coniSbnmng the educatmollal phllosopily of
Logo and the povJer o object-onenlted piogramnming Accompamlled h,,/ a neiv conprehensive tutorial
Ilclu.fes 7 Alaciri;
f

This hypermedia CD-ROM provides an ideal
format for the visuial explanation of conplex
algorithms contained in the book Introcllction to Akljofthll7s It ccntains three comnplementary componerts a HyueiCurd vut,,lun uf
the book itself. Interactive ann11tions of the
most Important algorithms a;nd Qu!tckTimle
movies explaining the use of the hypertext interface and 'he anlrnatloris
CD-R(?1V S-1995

INTRODUCTIOIN TO ALGORITH5MS
Thomat7s H Corwao (Charles- Lelt(irsoo,
nr~d Ronald L Rviest
Trade edition puolished by The MIT Press
R;? :70
0C/zc!/l

ist, S, 9 95 171;.';3)?t

t

fc.enda11 Squarrn * 292 Main Street. Cambridge

s

An introduction through Object Logo
Harold Abelson and Amanda Abelson

THE MIT PRESS BOOKSTORE
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ANIMATED ALGORITHMS

S24 95 paperv^ck

New Ways of Working In the
Networked Organization
Lee Sproui & Sara Kiesier
An accessible guide to the promise and pitfalls ot
the latest phase of the computer revolution
S 12 95 paper7bck

St2 50 paperback

i

rhe Network-Natlon7 has be-

CO:NNECTIONS

corputer terminology. especialiy as it is applied to situations that leave nothiing all to do
with technology.

LOGO FOR THE MWACINTOSH
Teaches the art of programming to first time
programmers Wntten pnmarily for use with
Oblect Logo a powerful Implementation of
the Logo language that greatly enhances its
speed capabilities. and overall usability in
education and belyond The book may also be
used wvith other versions of Logo for tne
Macintosh

come the defining document and standard
reference for the field of computer
mediated communication (CMC) This revised edition adds a substantial new,'c,7apter
on 'superconnectivity" tMat reviews the developments of the last fifteen years and updates the authors' speculations about the future.
S24 95 paperback, S45 00 cloth

574 95 paperback
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A visionary book when It was first pubhished
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Would 147 SPECmarks blow
your KERBEROS off?.
How does a 40-55% discount
grep you?

iz
w
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Hewlett-Packard is offering extraordinary
nricnq on HP Apollo Series 700 workstations
for MIT faculty and staff. Take a look at the
chart below to see the savings you can expect for
the performance you need:
HP APOLLO SERIES 700 WORKSTATION TECHNICAL SUMMARY AND PRICING
r

I

-

- -I-I

Model 715/33

Periformance:
Integer
Floating Point
SPECmarks
Clock Speed

41 MiPS
8.9MFLOPS
45 9
33MHz

Memory Cap.
Disk Cap. (max.)
Cache Size

6-i 92MB
2-68UB
64KB

L

- v

Model 715/33C

I

Model 715/50

41 MIPS
9MFLOPS
FLOPS8FLOPS
45.9
33MHz
16-i 92 MB
2-68GB
64KB

'

Model 725/50

62 MIPS
8.9MFLOPS
45.9
33MHz

62 MIPS
13MFLOPS
69
50MHz

i t6-256MB
2-68GB
64KB

32-256MB
24OGB
64KB

I

a

Model 735GRX

Model 735CRX

Model 755CRX

124 MIPS

124 MIPS

147
99MHz

147
99MHz

124 MIPS
40MFLOPS
i47
99MHz

32-400MB
125GB
256/256KB

32-400MB
125GB
256/256KB

I
I i
I
i
I

iI
I
I
I
I

64- 768MB
298G- I
256/256KB
I

I

SPECIAL MIT DISCOUNT BUNDLES
I
Monitor
Product #
Disk
Memory(RAM)

19" Grayscale
A2610A
525MB
MB
Dstp

Base List Price
Standard Educ
Dlscounl (33%)
QD:P

lAI Ik~IIT IO01"e-

O1r LMti'L

I'

I

rmn!kf

MIT DISCOUNT

17" Color
19" Color
A2612A
A2627A
525MB
525MB
16MB
16MB
632MB
Desktp
Dstp|DstpDesktoop Desop

$8175

$9175

$5477

$6147

An~Ac

er-tr.r
...

40%

:/7137

40%

50%

Standard Features:
HP-UX OS, preloaded
802.3 thinLAN Ethernet tnterface
2 RS232C ports
I Centronics port
I AT- or HP-style keyboard & mouse
I external SCSI II port
One year hardware & software support
CD-quality Audio I/O
4 EISA bus slots (725 & 755 only)
Software discounted 50-90%7

.

Desktop
$20,775

$34,900

$37,500

$59,100

$13,920

S23,383

$25,125

$39,597

525MB

$9564
.

.

i

ayscale
A2600A
525MB
32MB
es

A268A

|14,275

19 CoorColor
A2601A
525MB
32MB
Desop

A255 A
2GB
64MB
Deskside

I

I
i
i
I
i

w
e

$9348
55%

$15,705
55%

$16,875
55%

z

$26,595
55%

L

I

F
r

All above prices are subject to change and are for budgetary purposes only.
I

19"

For more details, or to order,
call Colin Patterson at HP's
Burlington office,
617-221-5014.
.
.. . ... .
._

Options:
Disk drives/Arrays
4mm DAT (DDS format)
CD ROM
Floppy disk
Optical drive
(External (tevces receive stan(lard
33% discount)
(Internal devices receive the workstation system's discount)

I
I
I
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Offer ends October 31, 1993
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The Tech is now available via World-Wide Web as well as on paper. Reading the
latest issue or searching through our archives is now as easy as logging into
Athena!
To access our archives, type the following at any Athena workstation:
athena% add sipb
athena% xmosaic &

Click on "Open" to request a specific document, and type
http:- //the-tech. mr-lt

. edu: 80/ lThe-Tech

These archives contain the last 1 /2years of The Tech, and more issues are being
added every week. If you have questions, suggestions, or bug reports about this
please xite to ar'ha V ItIe-te h.mit .edu.
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FRESHMEN
GET TO KNO

YOUTR

PROFESSORS

(YOU'LL NEED LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION FOR UPCOMING JOBS)

MAKE A DIFFERENCE AT M.I.T.
(IF YOU DON'T, WHO WILL?)

I

BE A PART OF THE

RECITATION

REPRESE3NTATWIV
PROGRAM

E

(ASK YOUR RECITATION INSTRUCTORS FOR MORE DETAILS
CALIH
U.. COMMITTEE ON ERCATIOAL POLICY A 2532696)
CALL TIHE U.A. COMMITTEE ON EDUCATIONAL POLICY AT 253--2696)
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Capucinos.

ROSH %
i HASHANA
REFORM SERVICES (M.I.To

Where class begins.
And expensive dinner checks end!
Find out for yourself Come to Capucino's
for pasta, salad, seafood, fine wines, and appetizers.
Over 50 entrees to choose from. Capucino's has
generous portions, amiable service and prices that are
within your buldget. And don't forget our
famous $9.95 Sunday Brunch, 10 to 2:30 PM.

1

Chapel)

Wednesday, September 15, 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, September 16, 10:00 a.m.
I

1

CONSERVATIVE SERVICES (Kresge Little Theatre)
Wednesday, September 15, 6:30 p.m.
Thursday, September 16, 8:30 a.m. &;7:30 p.m.
Friday, September 17 8:30 a.m. & (6:30 p.m. in Walker Rm 50-010)

i

CHOLIDAY MEALS

II

Rosh HaShana meals will be served in the Kosher Kitchen, located in Walker Hall.
Dinners ($8S.20): Wednesday at 8:30 p.m., Thursday at 8:45 p.ni. and Friday at 7:30
I p.m. Lunches ($6.00): Thursday and Friday 1:00n to 3:00 p.m. and Saturday (box
lunch available for pickup on Friday). Prepaid reservations for all holiday meals
are due by Tuesday, Sept. 14 cant be paid with validine or cash.. Reservations canl
be made at the Kosher Kitchen, Room 50-005, #253-2987. The Kosher Kitchen is
run by M.I.T. Food Service and is under the supervision of the Va'ad Harabbonim
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are available for all students. For students who are not Hillel members a $15. donation is
suggested. Non-student tickets are available for $50. Tickets can be obtained at MIT
Hillel until Sept. 23 and in M.I.T.'s Lobby 10 on Sept. 14, 22, and 23.

I
i

SPONSORED BY M.I.T. HILLEL
312 Memo rial Dr, MIT Bldg. W2a

For ilnformation call #253-2982
l
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THE
DEPARTMENT OF
CIVIL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL
ENGINEERING..

I
I

. . IS CuOURSE

I

1

wc

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT CIVIL
AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
DEGREE PROGRAMS CONTACT CYNTHIA
STEW\AART,
as r~~~~~~~~~~~

1-281, 253-9723
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****: Excellent
***: Good
**: Mediocre
*: Poor

;***The Firm

"

Director Sydney Pollack has assembled a
fine ensemble cast in this screen adaptation of
John Grisham's The Firtm. Mitch McDeere
(Tom Cruise) graduates from Harvard Law
School and accepts a huge salary from a small
Memphis, Tenn. firm. He discovers the firm
works for the mob and develops a risky plan
to expose the firm without going to jail or getIfing killed (with a little prodding from the
FBI). The plot is fast paced - a two-and-ahalf hour movie feels like only two hours and the cast is outstanding. Cruise acts relatively well, but his co-stars sparkle. Gene
__I~gaA~
ra -~Raes~p~i- ~Y~-l~;"~in-.

-.

HE

a great performance, Jones gets all the good
lines. His single-minded devotion to upholding the law makes him, in a strange way, a
more interesting character than intelligent nice
guy Kimble. "I didn't kill my wvife," insists
Kimble, trapped in a drainage pipe; "I don't
care," replies Gerard, and attempts to bring in
his suspect. The Fugitive is an exciting movie,
and a well-paced one, too, as Kimble's
escapes grow ever more narrow and improbable, eventually leading up to a taut climax and
a satisfying ending. For once, the hype was
worth the wait. -Deborah A. Levinson.
Loews Cheri

In the Line of Fire
Clint Eastwood follows up Unforgiven
with this gripping thriller about a Secret Service agent tracking a psycho stalking the pres***]/2

THE TEiCH

C

S

R

energetic but bored wife (Diane Keaton) as
they become involved in solving an alleged
murder case. As in any Allen film, sexual tensions complement the action, with old friend
Ted (Alan Alda) coming on to Keaton's character, and sexpot author Marcia (Anjelica
Huston) setting her sights on Allen. The result
is $6.75 worth of stakeouts, soulful stares,
sexual stress, and silliness. Manhattan Murder
MAystery may center upon a rather bland murder plot, but it also provides a tight script, savagely spastic Allen performances, and the
excellent supporting cast audiences have
come to expect from an Allen film.
H. Hcrsch. Loews Hularvard
-Matthew
Square

***

Much Ado About Nothing
Actor/director Kenneth Branagh once

-7

E

*** I/ Orlando
Tilda Swinton's curious, angular beauty
makes her a perfect cast as Orlando, an Elizabethan courtier who never ages and wakes up
one moring to discover that he has becomne a
woman. Bestowed everlasting youth by Queen
Elizabeth (a delightfully campy Quentin
Crisp), Orlando survives a broken heart,
insults to his poetry, a stilt as ambassador in a
war-torn Arab country, dreadfully boring
salon conversation, and even a final assault on
her home and property rights, which as a
shed must

r~!n~quisch.

Based

on

the

Virginia Woolf novel of the same name,
Orlando is a frank, witty look at the differences not only in the way society treats men
and women, but ultimately, at the differences
betnween the sexes. -- DAL. Loews Nickelodeon
** Sleepless in Seattle
Sleepless in Seattle, yet another entry in
the harmless romantic comedy genre, stars
Mleg Ryan as (surprise!) a slightly ditzy
blonde and Tom Hanks as the widower she
falls for after hearing him on a latc-night radio
talk show confessing his love for his dead
wife Ryan, realizing how perfectly cmpty her
relationship with her fiancee is, embarks on a
quest to find Hanks, while Hanks' precocious
son Jonah (Ross Malinger) pushes his father
to answer the pile of love letters he's received
after the talk show stint ... and guess whose
letter -cnah nio.st wants his father to answer?
The movie is consistently funny in a low-key,
inoffensive way, Hanks is adequate, Ryan
isn't too annoying - but Nora Ephron's
script ties every loose end so neatly that
there's no room for unpredictability. -DAL.
Loewv Copley Place

I
l

I
l

Z

I
I
l!

Diane Keaton and Woody Allen in a scene from Manhattan Murdfer Mystery.
Hackman gives a performance deserving of
another Oscar nomination as Avery Tolar, a
lawyer who has been corrupted by years at the
firm. but still recognizes the idealism he once
had; Holly Hunter is devastatingly funny as
the secretary who helps Mitch pull off his
scheme. Ed Harris, as the FBI agent, and Wilfred Brimley, as the sinister security chief for
the firm, are also noteworthy. -Jeremy Hylton. Loews Copley Plaza
Free Willy
There's not much to criticize in this formulaic story of a boy and his whale, but then
again there isn't much to praise. Jesse (Jason
James Richter), an angry, abandoned 12-yearold who's been in and out of foster homes,
gets caught vandalizing an amusement park.
The park won't press charges if Jesse repairs
the damage and the movie sets course for its
happy ending, as Jesse works at the park, finds
a loving new set of foster parents, and
befriends Willy (Kciko), a whale suffering in
captivity. The script sets up a few expected
obstacles in Jesse's path to happiness and
Willy's path to freedom - like an evil park
owner who wants to kill Willy to collect
insurance money and Jesse's own anger about
being abandoned - but there's never any
doubt a happy ending is in store. None of this
is terribly compelling, but director Simon
Wincer keeps the movie from being overwhelmed by sentimentality, and the acting is
solid. Take a younger brother or sister to see
it. I wish I had. -- JH. General Cinema Westgate Mall
**l/
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Benedick with a cast of one-note characters
(particularly lovers Claudio and Hero, who
define young, beautiful, and vapid). The cinematography, however, is lush and gorgeous,
and Branagh brings a lightness to Shakespeare's often slapstick and off-color humor
that makes the film well worth watching.
-- DAL. Loews HarvardSquare

woman,
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** *l/2The Fugitive
The ultimate chase movie begins with the
ultimate special effect - a train and bus
wreck staged not with miniatures, but with the
real thing. The wreck frees Dr. Richard Kimble (Harrison Ford), wrongfully convicted of
murder, from the bus transporting him to
prison, setting up a two-hour chase between
Ford and his pursuer, the dedicated federal
marshal Sam Gerard (Tommy Lee Jones).
Ford is the big name star, and though he gives

ident. Eastwood, crusty as ever, plays Frank
Horrigan, ostensibly the last active agent present at the Kennedy assassination. John
Malkovich brings incredible creepiness to the
character of Mitch Leary, an ex-CIA killer
obsessed with presidential assassins. Leary
torments Horrigan with phone calls mocking
Horrigan's inability - or unwillingness - to
sacrifice himself for Kennedy, and leads the
Secret Service on a cross-country chase,
always several steps ahead of the game. The
script is impressively tight for one not based
on a book, and Eastwood and Malkovich both
give over-the-top performances. If only Rene
Russo's Secret Service agent had more to do
than be a foil for Horrigan's sexist remarks
and later, be his love interest. -DAL. Loests
Copley Place

again brings Shakespeare to the big screen,
this time with a frothy comedy set in a sundrenched Tuscan villa. Though the list of supporting cast memlrbers is inpicsbive - Denlze
Washington. Michael Keaton, and Brian
Blessed, to name a few - all are outshown by
Branagh's Oscar-winning wife, Emma
Thompson. As sharp-tongued Beatrice,
Thompson steals nearly every scene she's in;
every scene, that is, except those with
Branagh, who plays certified bachelor
Benedick. The screen fairly sparkles when the
pair is on and conversely, is merely ordinary
when they are not. Of course, this is not so
much the fault of the actors or directors as it is
of the play, which surrounds Beatrice and

*/2SO I Married an Axe Muplrderer
So few SaturdaY Nigyht Lilve alumni have
gone on to make hit after conmedy hit; why
should Mfike Myers be any exception? He's
talented, alright, but not even Steve Martin
this weak scripting. Myers
could salvage
plays Charlie Mackenzie, a poet unable to
commit in his romantic relationships. Enter
stunning blonde butcher Harriet Michaels
(Nancy Travis), Charlie's dream woman.
There's only one hitch -- Harriet may be the
serial axe murderer described in a Weekly
or~td Nc!eftvs star-y,. 'T houlh

C~harles.

*** Jurassic Park
Michael Crichton's dinosaur epic translates well to the big screen (not surprising
given that the book read like a screenplay),
and Steven Spielberg does a good job in metamorphizing the dinosaurs from harmless clitesies to malevolent predators. Despite fine acting from Sall Neill and Laura Dcrn as an
archaeologist and his palcobotanist girlfricnd,
the dinosaurs, both anirnatronic and computergenerated, are clearly meant to be the stars of
the film. Most realistic of the menagerie is the
sick triceratops lolling on her side; least, the
herd of grazers that stampede across a field as
Neill and two children run for cover. It's good
to see Neill, a talented actor and star of many
British and Australian films (including My

Demn, who finally started to get plum roles after her success in RamBrilliant Career) and

bling Rose, get the exposure they so richly
deserve. Jurassic Park isn't stellar filmmaking, but its individual elements add up to
make it a whirlwind, entertaining ride.
-DAL. Loews Copley Place

*** Manhattan Murder Mystery
Woody Allen's latest tale of angst-ridden
New York intellectuals tells the story of a
mild-mannered book editor (Allen) and his

M~~ithM

er(T

Miltch Mcc~Reere

Crseunfrhs

som8c individual

jokes are genuiniiy funny -- my favorite
being Myers' chastising his mother for- calling
the Weekly Jlorld News '"the paper" as if it
were The Boston Globe -- many jokes fall
completely flat. Axe Murderer's one saving
grace is Myers' performance as his Scottish
father, an extension of the Everything Scottish
SNL skit. Watching Myers as his dad croaking
through "Do Ya Think I'm Sexy" to bagpipe
accompaniment is worth maybe a couple
bucks, but certainly not $6.75. -- DAL. Loews
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(Tom Crurlse) runs for his lifseIn Thre Fc~rm
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beginning
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Program

Weekl)ly lunch program
on Wednesdays
at noon
beginniing September 15
Conference rroon, W2a (2nd floor)

Every Tuesday
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S:15 pm Supper, W2a
6:00 pm Large Group
Meeting in the Chapel
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Shop us for the finest quality

produce.

888 Memorial Drive (corner of Westcrn Ave.), CCambridgc

Ig7-661 - 6 2 14

Y
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Hours:
Mon. & Fri. 8 am - 8 pm
Tues., Wed., Thurs., & Sat. 8 am - 7 prn
Sunday 9 am - 6 pm
Hours are subject to change.
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"'D E. Shlauw & Co. is ill the vatnguard of computerized
tradinrg...Dr. Sharw,haces hiredsome of the most talented
computing minzrlsroulzn to turn his comnputers
into thin2king machines." - The Wall Streetfoulnal
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Students read it
on the way
to Cass 0*0
Xuring Cass .
even sifter class.
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by Chris Doerr

i
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MIT's oldest and
largest student
newspaper

D. E. Sliaw & Co., a small (around loo employees), highly
capitalized (several hundred million dollars in parnters' equity),
and vely successful algorithmic trading firm, seeks world-class
C programmers, systems programmers, and systems administrators to join a select team of financial hackers. Wve run a state-

I
I

of-the-art Sun/UNWX-

X

!

g

shop, and employ some of the country's

top computer scientists - including 3 Ph.D.'s from MIT. We are

|

prepared to compensate exceptionally gifted individuals at a

11

I

level exceeding that of the market. Financial experience is not

|

required. And we don't wear suits and ties.
We'll be recruiting on campus on October 20).
Please contact Career Services.

If you want to become

D. E. Shavw & Co.
39th Floor, Tower 45

part of the tradition

120

then stop by W20-483

West Forty-lFil'th Street

New York, NY 100'36

any Sunday night
around 6pml ... and

DEShaw N Co

enjoy some free pizza,
-
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Your friendly, on-campus, full-service pharmacy
m Now accepting most health insurance prescription
cards-ask us about yours
a

I

_~~~~~~

_

F.Iq

__
t_

f-400 _

n Open 8:30am-5:30pm, Monday-Friday, on the
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
first floor of MIT Medical, Bld E23, 23-13
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~~~~~~~~~~~M.l.T.
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President, Vice-President
Secretary, Treasurer
Social Chair(s)s Publicity Chair(s)
Packets available Sept 8 at the UA Office (Student Center 401),
Call Vigay Sankaran at x3-2696 for more info.
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ACROSS

43
44
46
47
48
50
51
53
55

1 Beach toys
6 Cowboy attire
11 George Gallup's
profession
13 Luxurious
15 Female stage role
16 Greek goddess of
agricu ture
17 Slapstick prop
18 Varieties of black
wood
20 Sandpiper
21 Mferit
23 Like an icy road
24 Snug
25 Freeze--27 Make a choice
28 Brake parts
29 Credit extension
tactics
31 Disburse
32 Ice
33 Cutting tools
34 Like some crackers

Iowa college town
"Peanuts" character
-avis
Sailor
-- energy
Joke
A slurring over
Biblical tribesman
Creator of Fagin

56 Invented

57 "Red in the
Sunset"
58 Theatre inventory
DOWN

1
2
3
4
5

Dagger
Libya's neighbor
-de France
Game of bowling
Treats with disdain
6 Golf club
7 Does sewing
8 Application itemr
9 Colonial landowner
n0 Reacted t~o snuff
11 Transmi tted, as
music
12 Col lege course

3h Church. di.szentpr

39 Comfortable
40 Dandy
41 Object to

13
14
19
22
24
26
28
30
31
33

~r~~br
1CW

TlIRCH
Tulip
Jad
A

rwI'll

1I
Poor?
,EiW I
F

Decree
Playing cards
Small drinks
Provokes
President Arthur
Unsportsmanl ike
l imit
Negative vote
Title for Olivier
Delegated authority
to

34 East African
natives
35 Well-known
patriotic song
36 Sharpen
37 Type of poet
38 Clergymen
39 Abhorred
40 Natives of
Hel si nki
42 Showed much
anger
44 - -share
45 Oppos ing teams
48 German port
49 Inlet

52 What Phil1 Mahre
can do
54 "Mama
!1
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Hey
You !
That9$

Custom tailored Suits, Tuxedos,
Shirts and Overcoats

I.

100% Guaranteed
YOUI

iM.
i
I
I

GonInE~~4k
J(:)N

US.
1
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WE'RE IN THE

}O
ock is an independent sales man of the finest Hone Kong tailor-made

clothing and has been serving theM
1.I.T. /Harvardbusinessschoolcommjni ties forover twenty
years. Each year hundreds of students work with Rock to meet their fine cloiting needs, anid
they continue to buy Rock suits during their business carecrs. (Rock has over 2.000 MIT/
Harvard ,-aduates as clients in New York City alone!) When yon buy a Rocks you don't just
buy a suit---you buy confidence and quality inda r elationship that lufs. a
Rnck's first
show will be in two weeks at the hnarles Hriotel in Harvard Squarc. T-his ;s the ideal ti".e !o
acquire both tuxedos for fornmals and business attire for interviews, summmer internships, and
carvers.
- Premium Quality
Rock provides:
+i-r~ime.

* Custom Tailored Fit

STUDENT CENTER,

* Exceptional Value

4TH FLOOR,

- Tradition of over 20 years of satisfied customers

ROOM 483.

To answer questions or make an appointment, call one of the following second-year Harvard
Business School students:

John Corsi
484-5398

Robert Acker
493 1801
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Raleigh M-30

North Woods Performanace women's

Bike

W.omns &MenrlsMountain

Tackle any Terrain with this fully spec'd Mt. Bike
*Easy to shift Shimano TY Derailleurs
*LightweiEht Alloy Quick Release Wheel

Trek 1993 MT 800
1993 I
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Heavy Duty Nylon 'PANNIER'
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f the ultilate ride
Size sperific Fra nc Ceo leary for

-~Durablity

-
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Check it out
The new H·1P 4G graphic calcuiator gives you a whole lot more for
a whole lot less than you think.

The newv
3-D graphing
grae-rnaldng

Get more
Push a button, choose frorn the

pull-down menu, and fill in the
blanks. Entering data is that easy.
*View 3-1D graphs.
Access over 300 built-in equations.
*Perforn algebra and calculLs

easy-learning
fast Sanswering

operations on equations before
entering values.
*Enter and see equatioln like they
appear on paper.
Work with different mnits of
measure. 'Me 1iP 48G -vill contsert
them for you. For example, enter
inches, centimeters, yards, and
feet, together in one equation it'll convert them.

budget-pleasing
heada che-busting
HP 48G

Get more ... for less
*Compare prices - the HP 48G fits
your budget.
Special introductory offer*
When you buy an HP 48G or
LIP 48GX, you can get free
software (plus games!) and a free
cable for conriecting to your
desktop PC' Write progrartis for
the HIP 48 using your PC keyboard,
or store iIP 48 files and programs

- r
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Classified Advertising in The Tch:
$5.00 per insertion for each 35
words or less. Must be prepaid, with
complete name, address, and phone
number. The Tech, W20-483; or P.O.
Box 29, MlT Branch, Cambridge,
Mass. 02139
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Spring Break '94 Sell trips, earn
cash, and go free! Student Travel
Services is now hiring campus reps.
Call 1-800-4849.

I
I

Mey mother would like to rent an
apartment for herself for part or all of
October and/or last 2 weeks of Sepe
tember. Call me: 491-1467

I

Cruise Ships Now Hiring: Earn up to
$2,000+/month + world travel
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.).
Summer and Career employment
available. No experience necessary.
For more information call 1-206-6340468 ext. C5033
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The Tech subscription rates: $20
one year 3rd class mail ($37 two
years); $55 one year Ist class mail
($105 two years); $52 one year air
mail to Canada or Mexico or surface
mail overseas; $140 one year air
mail overseas; $10 one year MIT
Mail (2 years $18). Prepayment
required.
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TOP TEN SCARCEST
PEOPLE ON EARTH
I0. Prune-eatingSurnowrestler.
9. High-rise window ceaner
with bladder problem.
8. Near sighted knife juggler.
7. Megalomaniac -inird

Wiorid Dictators.
6. Grown men named "Biff '
5. Heavily armed hot dog
vendors.
4. Carsick brother inthe seat
next to you.
3. Brain surgeon with hiccups.
2. Anyone with acranky
disposition and achainsaw.
I . People who offeryou drugs.

I

With

Visa" you'll be accepted at more than

10 million places, nearly three times more than American Express,
And that's not a misprint.
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Visa. It's Everywhere YOu Want To BeW
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Free Computing for all MIT students! I I
II
I
r Introductory
I
I
sStart here to learn what you need to know about
II
I
I
tusing MiT's academic computing environnlent.
|I
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ATHENA IVIINICOURSES
Fall Term 1993
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On Used
Paperbacks

11

On Used
,Textbooks

(
Luatheran-EpiscopalMinistryg
Lutheran Chaplainn
Rev. Susan Thomras
I

- --
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i';( Mias. Ave. (Har\-ard Square) a
Open Evenings & Sulnday s

Episcopal Chaplain
Rev. Scott Paradise
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WE PAY INSTANT CASH FOR
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Safe
On

Fixed

B- jennifar PC.Han

Users of Safe Ride will notice
numerous changes this year in the
free shuttle service, among them a
fixed schedule, an additional Boston
route. and several changes in the
location of stops.
A new Safe Ride pamphlet
dctailing the changes will be available in late September at the Campus Police station and at other sites.
Service to Boston was split into
two routes, Boston west and Boston
cast. Regular service was added to
Huntington Hall, Epsilon Theta, and
Zeta Beta Tau. In Camnbridge, service expanded to include the
Kendaii Square subway station.
The improvements in Safe Ride
"stemmed from the death of [Yntgve
Raustein '94] on Memorial Drive"
last fall, Cuthbert said.
The Graduate Student Council is
looking into future improvements
for Safe Ride, Cuthbert said. Tentative ideas include signs for the
stops, longer hours, and expanded
routes. D:uring registration Wednesday, GSC members distributed over
3,500 questionnaires to investigate
whether expanded hours and routes
could case the parking problemz on
campus and lessen pollution. Additional questionnaires are available at
the GSC office, Cuthbert said.
Additional changes to the routes
include scheduled stops at the corner of Beacon Street and Massachusetts Avenue, Cuthbert said. To
improve service, West Garage,
Albany Garage, the commuter parkitng

lot on Albany St., and the MIT

Museum have been taken off the
Cambridge route because of low
demand. Vans stop there only when
requested.
The Cambridge route will take
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Schedul

about 20 minutes, and the Boston
routes are expected to take 30 minutes, Cuthbert said. Hours of operation will remain the same (6 p.m. to
3 a.m. from Sunday through Thursday, and until 4 a.m. on Friday and
Saturday).
The changes were met mostly
with approval by students. "The
Kendall T stop is a crucial change
since I go to the T more than I go
across the river," said Nataiie Z.
Burger '96.
"I won't adjust my life around
Safe Ride," said Josh Erlich '94.
"But now I can decide if I should
wait for Safe Ride or Just walk
del,-..ding on the wait ... I used to
JUst wadk, go 1t'1 .bucably

Use Safie

Ride more."
Hillary R. Hudis '94, who has
used Safe Ride "a lot to go across
the river to study with friends," said
she expects "many more people
would use Safe Ride if they knew
when the bus arrives because they
can easily schedule their departures
and arrivals."
Last spring, students enrolled in
Undergraduate Transportation Lab
(1. 102) collected data on arrival and
departure times and the demand of
the stops to create a fixed schedule,
said David S. Cuthbert G. who consulted with the students. Cuthbert,
Director of Special Services
Stephen D. Immerman, and Campus
Police implemented the new schedule, routes, and changes in stops,

Students questioned professors about courses during the Academic Expo.
L
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Need someone to tallk to?
253-8800
This space donated by The Tech
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Nightline is here to listen.

every night of the week, all calls completely confidential.
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Sign up at one of these
locations and times:
tenrrsl8ananama8asePRplll

Whether you live on or off campus, in
a dorm or in an ILG, there is a Meal Plan
account that meets your needs!
If you live in a dorm, you will need a
larger spending account if you don't cook
your own meals. If you live in an ILG that
provides meals or if you're a Gracl Student
living on campus, you will want one of the
middle plans for when you're away from your
house and for MLac:regor Convenience Store
purchases.

W20-507
Customer Service Center
Monday - Friday 9am- 5pm
E32-200
Meal Plan Office
Monday- Friday 8am - 4pm
All Dining Center Cashiers
Dormitory Desks:
Next House
New House
MacGregor
Burton
Baker
McCormick
Ashdown

-

-1

Tang
Edgerton
Applications at these locations
are collected daily. Please
allo0w 2 days for activation. For
W20-507 or E32-200.
MIT Food Service

ensures you have an adequate Meal Plan
spending account. Amounts you do not use
are refundable!

__

Random

immediate activation, visit

There's no risk! Select a larger plan that

_

Bexley

---------------------------------
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The Techfocused on the events and activi- will affect service to some on campus fraterties of Residence and Orientation Weekfrom nities, which solely have wiring to public
4ug. 26 to Sept. 3. Several stories, however, locations.
dealth with issues of importance to the community at large. Those stories are reprinted
ihere, in abbreviatedform.for the benefit of
community members who returned after RIO
meek.

Urbcan T.
s Ne w

Sloan Dean

Cable Service
Com-ng to Dorms
Students living on campus can expect MIT
Cable to offer expanded service by the second week of classes, incorporating channels
From Continental Cablevision, including the
%.ableNews Network and Music Television.
Anthony Price, marketing manager for
Continental Cablevision, plans to officially
announce the new services during the week of
Sept. 6, and have Continental sales represen'atives on campus between Sept. 13 and 24 to
take orders.
Various packages will be available to students, in addition to the current MIT Cable
programming. The basic package, available to
students for approximately $10 per month,
will include news, education, and variety
packages in addition to community programming and educational, municipal, and cornmunity access chanrels.
The riews packaage is set tn inchnlohuf
CNN.
ANN Headline News, C-SPAN 1, and CSPAN 2, while the education package is conm-prised of the Arts and Entertainment Network
and the Discovery Channel. MTV, ESPN,
Nickelodeon, Turner Network Television, the
FBS SuperStation, and the USA Network will
-nake up the variety package.
In addition to the cable networks available,
Boston's network affiliates (WGIB3 Channel
', WBZ Channel 4, WCVB Channel 5, and
WHDH Channel 7) and independent Stations
WFXT Channel 25, WSBK Channel 38,
&'GBX Channel 44. and WQSTV Channel 68)
vill be provided under the basic package.
Students will also have the option of
adding premium channels, like Home Box
Offices Showtime, the SportsChannel, Cine-

Professor Glen L. Urban became the new
Dean of the School of Management Wednesday. He succeeded Lester C. Thurow, who
had lead the Sloan School since July 1987.
Urban, who served as deputy dean at Sloan
from 1987 to 1991, has been a member of the
MIT faculty for 27 years.
One of Thurow's focuses was making people aware the Sloan School existed, Urban
said, but he wants to promote what the Sloan
School has to offer and "make Sloan school a
preeminent management school of these
times."
Urban added that he hopes Thurow will
continue to work in the school, and thinks
they will remain a geood team.
President Charles M. Vest said of Urban,
"HIis research and teaching have been in a traditional management field, but he has brought
innovative uses of modem information technology to it."
'Dean Thurow has positioned us well for
the transition to the 21st century in creating
new international programs, encouraging the
dPeelopment of leaders for Manufacturing
Program, securing resources to provide new
facilities in the new Jack C. Tang Center for
Management Education, and building faculty
numbers and faculty diversity," Wrighton
said.
".I anticipate a smooth evolution of the
School," Vest added. "MiIT has a comparative
advantage over other business schools
because of our understanding of thle applications of technology to management, and the
management of technology."
"Othzer mnajor business schools are struggling to try to achieve tic-, with engineering
that are already strong here," Vest continued.
"eCoupling this with our strength in other managemnent areas, our international activities, and
the strategic directions that the school has set,

Channce, and the New Eng-

we are on our way to being the premier man-

and Sports Network at an additional monthly
ee. According to Price, Continental plans to
)ffer packages including multiple premium
hannels at discounted rates.
Price said that Cablevision currently serves
almost 50 percent of the homes in the Cam)ridge area and expects that approximately the
;ame proportion of on campus residence will
Eventually be receiving cable services.
Students ordering the expanded service
still be provided with a converter to receive
ind de-scramble the additional signals. How,ver, service will be limited to on campus
lousing as Continental only serves the Cam)ridge area.
While Price said it will be possible for
ounges and other public areas to receive the
additional services at an increased rate, he
ndicated that not all premium stations would
)e available in such a forum because of conractual agreements between Continental and
he networks.
Winchester said that he would have to look
nto which premium services will be avail:ble for such a public location and how this

agemnent school for the new century."
Trained in both mechanical engineering
and marketing, Urban understands the imnportance of the intersection of science and enginecring with management. This convergence
will be of particular significance to M IT as the
Institute deals with ant income moving away
from federal funding and towards corporations. ";A lot of challenges ... are going to be
management challenges," Urban said.
"Ten or }5 years ago, [engineering and
management) could be more independent,
Urban said, but engineers will have 'Lo know
more about management to be increasingly
productive, in the future.

-nax, the
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Protesters Picket
Outside Fraternity
gathered outside Phi Beta Epsilon yesterday
to protest the firatcrnity's response to an incident last spring, when racial epithets where

Olembers of the Classs of 19917 perform Junmpinglacks In order to warn
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shouted at four blacks students.
'We're not trying to punish PBE for those
comments shouted on March 135" explained
Tommie A. Henderson '95, a spokesman for
the protesters. "We feel that they were being
unresponsive to the community, and it is for
this reason that we protest them."
There was no noticeable tension between
the protesters and the residents of PBE.
"We're not incredibly thrilled about it, but it
is an important thing to consider on this camzpus. PBE fully respects their right to protest
and we also support the cause of raising
racial awareness," said Michael K. Daly '94,
president of PBE.
The primarily black protesters were joined
by students from a number of other campus
groups. The protest was organized by the
Black Students' Union.
Though the protest began shortly before the
Inter-Fraternity Council rush, Henderson said
that the timing was largely coincidental. "PBE,
as well as a lot of other fraternities, believe
that this is malicious because this was during
rush. That was not our motive," he said.

WiLdnall Sworn In
As Air Force Head
Professor Sheila E. Widnall '60 was officially sworn into office as Secretary of the
Air Force by President Clinton Aug. 6,
according to Captain Kathleen Cook, an Air
Force spokeswoman. Widnall is the first
woman ever to head one of the military
branches.
At MIT, Widnall is professor of aeronautics and astronautics and served as associate
provost. She has been on the MIT faculty for
28 years.
Clinton announced his intention to nominate Widnall July 2. The full Senate confirmation took place Aug. 5 - one day before
closing session. The Senate Armed Services
Committee approved had her nomination carlier that week.
Altnoughn Widnail has nruvet st-vdu iii tlre
Air Force, she has been an adviser on various
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During Project Move Off Your Assumptions, freshmen partclpated in various activities
meet each other. Here two students attempt to stand up at the same time.

The protesters emphasized that their primary concerns were Educating the freshmen
and promoting communication. They were
also disappointed by the results of official
efforts to promote communication.
Arthur C. Smith, dean for undergraduate
education and student affairs, was hopeful that
the protest will help improve the quality of
race relations on campus. "I think there's a lot
of hope that some positive activities win:
come out of this," he said.
PBE is also eager to put the incident itself
in the past and concentrate on improving
future relations, Daly said. "We need to get
beyond the incident itself and get this campus
moving in the right direction," he said.
PBE and the protesters bring to the issue
two opposing views. "You have two groups
who have two basic starting points not just on
racism, but on all sorts of issues," Smith said.
"The goal isn't really to get them to agree but
to get them to understand each other."

military boards. Widnall was also the fifth
woman president of the American Association for the Advancement of Sciences. As
president and chairman of AAAS, she testified on numerous occasions to Congressional
committees dealing with issues of research,
science education, and research faculty fiunding.

At MIT Widnall has also been a strong
force in these issues. AS associate provost
since January 1992, she has dealt with the
issues of MIT's policies and procedures for
promotion and tenure policies, a study on
mandatory faculty retirement, MIT's international relationships. and the Council on Federa] Relations.
Widnall also had a strong interest in academic integrity at MIT, both with students and
researchers, She was a chairwoman of the
Committee on Discipline and supported the

up fr other actlvltles during PrlOect Move off Your Assumptions.
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All students will be issued a temporary
card kcey on Registrtation Day to access these
systems. The Housing Office is working
toward having thle access card bhe the same as
the student identification card.
This would require all sturdents to be issued
new identification cards, but probably will not
occur for some time. "The goal for MIT is to
have one card for everybody on campgus,"
IV17 s r tane S_-id.
MIT is also installing the: card system for
access into the Westgate parking lot. The
access system, paired with complete perimeter
fencing anrd lighting imrprovemients, is being
installed "'to control access and thereby reduce
the incidence of motor vehicle theft," said
Chief of Campus Police Anne P. Glavin. TFhis
is an experiment that may bring card-key systems to other parking lots and buildings,
Glavin said. "it is my hope to see this implemrented across campus," she added.
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of stuadents for a photo during the Activitiies

idea of having an honor code for students. She
was also the first woman to chair the faculty.
As an engineer, Widnall also holds many
ktilnctions. She was the first alumna
Q~gapointed to the faculty in the School of Eirgi`.,lieering, and received the 1986 Abby Rocketai'eller Mauz6 Professor of Aeronautics and
~~stronautics Award.
7,~In addition, Widnall is internationally
'~j-?Atnwn for her expertise in fluidt dynamics,
~f!Vpecifically in the areas of aircraft turbulence
;~dvortices created by helicopters. She also
'hohlds two patents, one of which is an aerody~namic device for either water or air craft.
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Duff was taken to Beth Israel Hospital,
where he entered surgery at 3:30 a.mr. Duff
shattered a vertebra in his neck and was in
surgery for 14r-and-a-halfhours, ;according to
Rob~ert N4f.Randolph, associate dean for stuldent assIstance ser.,ices.
Because of the spectacle created by the
fall, rumors that: Duff tried to commit suicide
were started, Fang said. The firnors are com-pletely false, according to Randolph.
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Key System
Start Soon

Beginning on Sept. 29, residents of Next
House and Mn~ac~regor House will unlock
their dormitories with magnetically encoded
"card keys."
The change is part of a security enhancemaent project which will eventually incluhde
card keyr readers in all dormitories. By the
spring term, all don-nitories will probably be
equipped with readers, said Associate Director
of Housing and Food Services Kenneth R.
Wisenrtaner.
Next House presently has one card reader,
while N~acGregor has eight, one for each
perimeter door. The subcontractor is now
installing the system in New House, and they
are "working their way down Ainherst Alley,"
! &, - 1-UP
c'
-

Institute-widee
Ho-mecoming
To be Held
M(IT will hold its fh~rSt formal homaecomning
on the weekend of Oct. 23. A series of events,
athletic and otherwvise, will take place to celebrate the theme: "MWind and Muscle,. MIT
Salutes Scholar Athletes."
D3uring half-time of the traditional hmomecoming football game, former recipients of
the GTFE Academic All-Amen'can award or an
NCAA psost-graduate scholarship are honored.
Collectively, MIT has received more awards
than any other school, according to Theresa
Joyce, project manager of alumni/ae activities.
Fifty-nine men and women have been invited
to return, and to date sixteen have committed
themselves to the affair, Joyce said. Athletes
wl'II arrive from all over the country, and one
is returning from as far away as Cyprus.
"Wie're thrilled that the Institute is using
this theme,"' said Roger Crosley, director Cof
sports information. "The fact that MolIT is honoring these people says a lot about its commit-mentt to the athletic depar~tment."
The weekend's busy athletic schedule
actually begins on Friday afternoon, when thee
women's soccer tearn faces Clark University,
here at MIT. At MIT on Saturday, the rifle
squad takes aim against Virginia Military
Institute, the men's soccer team takes its turn
against Clark, and women's field hockey
meets Worcester Polytechnic: Institute. Mlen's
cross-country runners will trek to Franklin
Park, in Dorchester, for the Constitution A4thletic Conference Championships. Also, the:
MIT crew teamas will participate in the Head
of the Charles R~egatta, a coincidental occurrence the hom~ecoming organizers were
unaware of until just recently.
The football game will begin at 1:00 p.m.
Saturday afternoon, with Nichols College
opposing the Engineers.
A reception will be held for the Plonorecs
after the game andl will be open to the entire
MIT community. It is currently scheduled to
take place in Rockwell Cage, though Joyce
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feels the location may hnave to be changed to
avoid excessive noise from other athletic
facilities.
In addition to the plethora of sporting
activities, there will be= a caminival Saturday in
the parking lot of J~ohnson Athletic Center
which will last until half-time of the football
game. Any MiT organization may set up a
booth to play a game or offer information.
Also, just prior to the football game, Phi
Gama~ma Delta will be barbecuing in the pits
by the Athletic Center. People may purchase
meals there or bring their own picnic lunches.
To "salute the mind," the Student Center
Committee hias arranged a 'virtual reality
demonstration in the lobby of K~resge ~Auditorium, to take place on Saturday and Sunday.
This will also be thle feature presentation of
Saturday's carnivals
Whether or not this is the Institute's first
homecoming is actually a matter of debate,
according to Crosley. There has been an annual
hmomecoming ganiae since the inception of the
football team in 1978. This year, however,
marks th~e first time campus organizations other
thian the athletic department will get involved.
The idea for a large-scale event originated
in the Alumni Office. Drawing on her experiC'necs a," XTOb"-0Y'n ''ne-rlt zt- k-rn
universities, Joyce began planning a homecoming that would incorporate various aspects
of MIT life. She eamphasized that this is "not
just for alurnni. It will only work if the whole
community participates." All living groups are
encouraged to organize reunion events for
their alumni, and to contact thle Alumni Office
for assistanc e, if necessary.
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The excitement of Hollywood swept MIT
off of its ffeet on Aug. 30 when MGM? Studios
began filming its new movie, Blownz Awayv, in
Killian Court. Filmin- will continue in the
Boston area until Oct. 1, with the filmn's
release slated for next summer.
The Killian Cosurt foostage wrill be one of
the movie's opening scenes, introducing thee
character played by Jeff Bridges. Bridges
plays Jimnmy Dove, a member of the Boston
Explosives Ordinance Unit. The: bomb squad
is called to MIT when an employee receives a
notice that a bomb will detonate if she stops
typing on her computer. Bridges rushes in and
defuses the bomb - all in less than one
minute of actual movie time.
News Office Associate Director Robert C.
Dilorio emphasized that the plot does not
dlirectly involve MIIT or Commencement, but
the "threat is directed at an individual who
halppened to work at MI1T."
Five thousand chaairs and several hundred
extras were on hand, including about 30 M~IT
staff members and students, according to
Gayle M. Fitzgerald, manager of conference
services. The extras played MIT students and
their parents, interrupted during Comme~ncenient exercises. The extras also included real
campus police, Bo0ston police, firemen, and
bomb squad members.
Tommy Lee Jones, who plays Dove's
nemesis, willjoin t~he filming in September,
Fitzgerald added.

At the beginning of the week of Residence and Orient~ation, the movie Blown Pway
A
was being filmed In Killian Court. Jeff Brid~ges
stars In the movie abouo~t aqreal-lifer storyy pf a Oomonb threat In Bolston..
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Worried how you will ay for the remainder of
your college education?

Josural
by Jin"'

Express scholarships available for students that meet requirements in difficult to fill career
positions (including computer science, eiectricalengineering, and meteorology, t'o name a
few) that pay full tuition, books, and $100 per month tax-free stipend.
Scholarships also available on a competifive basis for all other career positions that pay up
fo full tuition, books, and $100 per month taxfree stipend.
See yourself grow as a leader, manager, and decision maker as you participate in fhe Air
Force Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC). Graduateas an Air Force officer ready to
lead our nation's high-tech aerospace forces. As a memaber of Air Force ROTC you can
participatein intramuralathletics, pershing rifles, mixers, formals, and community service
projects.
I

Stop by the Air Force RO TC office at MIT, Room 20E- I7I 1, or call 253-4475 to find out
more information about scholarship requirements and other careerpositions Mnat quaiily lur
Express Scholarships.
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ngineering student?
Smart.
Math or science

major? Also smart.
On tests, you probably run

i

equations over again to make

sure they're right. So you're
working harder.
You don't have to do that
anymore. Not when you use
the Tl-68 Advanced Scientific
or TT-85 Graphics Calculator,
with thleir last equation replay

feature -and many other
smart filnctions.

We've spent years with
studenlts like you

__

______

__

__ __

__

I
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and educators like your professors to develop the TI-68 and
the TI-85. That's why they're
so highly recommended.
For erngineering students, the

TI-68 solves up to five simultaneous equations, has complex
number functions and offers
formula programming.
The TI-85 builds on the
power of the Tl-68 by adding a
wide range of graphing capabilities. Math students can hancdle
calculus problems more easily.
And technical students can see
the functions for a better
understanding of problems.
The TI-835 also landles

complex numbers. Matrices.

eqt;Wh,

'\ectors. Lists. Strings. Plus, it

tuert for a wkile

offers a powerful one-equation
SOLVER.
Try a TI-68 or TI-85 at
your local TI retailer today.
And start working smarter.
Instead of harder.
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Panelists Discuss Regulation of Free Market
Barnevik said the government
should not intervene, but rather set a
differsocial
and
climate favorable for free market
inate in cultural
disparate
the
forces.
ences. Also, given
economies between first and third
Gibbons emphasized that the
world countries, a global economy government could help the economy
is even harder to achieve because with stronger interaction in the priindividual national economies are vate sector -- like better education
not synchronized, he said.
for children, supporting basic
research, and training and retraining
Governments' roles
that nations can
for adults -so
Galvin said that since the end of operate more efficiently and more
the Cold War, the role of govern- effectively.
ment has shifted from defense to
Weld also argued the importance
civilian production and global free
for
trade. Galvin also stressed the role of setting tangible goals
Japan's
of investments in aiding economies, advancement, explaining
competitiveness by saying, "Japan
and urged governments to "understand that investments, honorably has a better history of articulating a
made, wherever they are made," national agenda for technological
will help people. "Investment over- .advancement" than the United
States. Gibbons also cited Japan as a
seas promote exports," he said.
invest
role model for government support
we
when
trust,
we
"When
-A1
·uinllsOO
rlrn
.Cto dv elo'p no
...
of
IUl smalllI
size
lte
increase
weiill, we wiii
purchase high tech equipment.
leconornic] pie," Galvin said.
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Panel, from Page 1

.. d..I-C,*he i-n-tav caacecnn last night. Seated to the riht are Klaus
,
.
~Plesld:. v_.a~_ .M Mat&
Schwab, the founder and president of the World Economic Forum, and Gov. Wiliam Weld.

Summit Criticized for Elitism
Summit, from Page 1
Mel King, adjunct professor of
urban studies and planning, read a
statement from the entire group:
"'As members of the MIT community, we are concerned that the world
industry Summit about to take place
in our midst reflects neither the
actual range of expertise at the Institute nor the commitment many of us
feel to social welfare."
Summit scheduled over weekend
lThec summit began last night wifh
the first of three plenary sessions,
chaired by Vest and Klaus Schwab,
founder and president of the WEF.
Private working sessions will be held
this morning at Harvard University
and sessions with limited public
access will occur in the afternoon.
Plenary sessions on ecological
goverance and the effects of the
technologygap between industrial
and less developed nations will be
held at MIT on Saturday and Sunday mornings, respectively.
Summit attendees will participate in programs for one of I I separate industries: automotive, energy,
engineering and construction, financial services, food and agriculture,
health, information technologies,
media and comrnmunication, mining
and metals, textile trade, and transportatiorn and logistics.
A few seats for sessions on Friday and Saturday afternoon have
been reserved for the MIT and Harvard communities. Each session will
have either five seats or five percent
of the total capacity set aside,
whichever is larger. The seats will be
distributed on a first-come, firstsnerved basis. Entrance badges will be
available at Sever Hall for Harvard
sessions and on the third floor of the
Student Center for MIT sessions.
Summit seeks academic dimension
The Industry Summit is part of the
Institute's continuing effort to shiftresearch focus to the post-cold war era.
"By providing opportunities for
new and renewed intellectual dialogue between our faculty and cor-

porate leaders, this meeting will
help to ground our relevant teaching
and research programs with the
world of practice, and will reinforce
our rapidly emerging strength in the
industrial sector and our long tradition of cross-disciplinary and policy-oriented scholarship," Vest said
in a statement in Tech Talk.
The first industry summit was held
Switzerland, home of the
Davos,
in
The summits - and
1991.
in
WEF,
represented
industry
of
sectors
the
then.
since
year
each
grown
have
successso
were
they
"Because
them an
give
should
we
fui, we felt
by
dimension
distinctive
additional
in
summit
industry
this
holding
with
partnership
Cambridge, in
MIT, and in collaboratoin with Harvard," Schwab said. "In such a way,
we can give the essentially policyoriented discussions in Davos a second essential dimension: a much
more in-depth look at the underlying technological forces which drive
industry today."
Many MIT departments contributed to the summit. Fred
Moavenzadeh, professor of civil and
environmental engineering, headed a
team of 30 faculty members who
assisted in planning the program.
Many of the Institute's most prestigtous faculty will participate, ranging
from Professor Lester Thurow, tormer dean of the Sloan School of
Management, to artificial intelligence
pioneer Marvin L. Minsky, professor
of media arts and sciences, to Institute Professor Mildred Dresselhaus.
Protesters concerned about elitism
As rain clouds gathered over
Kresge Oval yesterday afternoon,
King and five other community
members criticized the organization
of the Industry Summit for failing to
address fairly the broad social
impact of industry and technology.
"We believe that we have a
responsibility not only to government and corporate leaders, but to
leaders of employee associations,
unions, consumer groups, youth
groups, community associations,
and organizations protecting civil

rights, women's interestes, public
education, and the environment,"
King said in the statement.
Theresa A. Tobin, humanities
librarian, echnoed the concern that the
summit comprised a too limited
cross-section of the world's peoples
to address problems of wide concern.
"I am dismayed; I am distressed, and
I am disappointed, that my institution
has chosen to lend its prestige, its
influence, and some of its intellectual
resources to such an elitist approach
to the solution of the grave economic
and social problems in our ever
changing world," she said.
The speakers also included Vera
Kistiakowsky, professor of physics,
Jonathan King, professor of biology,
Alan Shihadeh G, and David
Slaney, a local leader of the United
Steelworkers Union. A small group
of onlookers and supporters, which
numbered in the teens when the
protest began, grew to at least 70 by
the protest's end.
The protesters largely agreed
that MIT and the world must face
problems caused by the passing of
the cold war and the economic policies it engendered. They argued,
however, that larger segments of the
community should be involved in
the discussions of these problems.
"There has been a greening at
MIT. A turning to environmental
and social issues, but it does not
involve a large fraction of the Institute. There is much more that the
Institute could contribute to the
solution of the problems that this
country faces," Kistiakowsky said.
Slaney criticized the effbrts of the
industry and government leaders
more strongly than the other speakers.
"We should all be extremely worried
when these people get together to plan
anything. They put profits before justice, profits before the environmentand before people," he said.
Slaney also disparaged the summit
for not including representatives from
labor. Few representatives of labor
groups are attending the summit, but
they are present. They include Lynn
R. Williams, president of the United
Steelworkers of America.
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Statement of Demonastrators
Opposed to Industry Summit
Thefollowing statement was read by Mel King, adjunctprofessor
of urban studies andplanning, at a demonstration on the steps of the
Student Centeryesterdayat 5 p.m. The statement was signed by King
and 37 oither-s.

As members of the MIT community, we are concerned that the
World Industry Summit about to take place in our midst reflects neither the actual range of expertise at the Institute nor the commitment
many of us feel to social welfare.
We are concerned that the summit agenda does not adequately
address the genuine complexity of the issues to be discussed Sept. 9 to
12. The activities of corporate and governmental bodies transform the
social, physical, and economic environment in ways that have broad
social impact. Technological and industrial changes are linked to large
scale unemployment, growing disparity between rich and poor (both
within the United States and between countries in the northern and
southern hemispheres) and the shattering of communities as we see in
the spread of drugs and violence at home and abroad.
We believe that we have a responsibility not only to government
and corporate leaders, but to leaders of employee associations,
unions, consumer groups, youth groups, comnmunity associations and

organizations protecting civil rights, women's interests, public educa-

tion and the environment. Our responsibilities as teachers and scholars extend to all people whose lives will be impacted by policies formulated at the world Industry Summit.
In the past decade many at MIT successfully pressed the Institute
to abandon its dependence on weapons development and turn its
resources toward technology for peaceful economic development. In
the present period we believe we must resist the tendency represented
by the summit to couple the Institute too closely to the private appropriation of social wealth and human resources.
Many at MIT and in the larger community who are not represented
at the summit have valuable expertise and insight into the matters of
the conference. We invite our colleagues to join us in addressing the
emerging technological and industrial transformations with the fullest
development and the eritirc social abric.
concern for individuai human
! ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
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The members of the panel await the start of last nlight's plenary session.
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1994 TRUMAN SCHOLARSHIPS

ANY NUMBER CAN PLAY
violin or piano. whether you are a soloist or

Whether syou play
a member of the

.w

chorus. vou .vill find plent! of opportunities to

jazz hands. wind

ensembles, orchestra, Early music consorts.

i''

on M8ie~si~et~

in chamber music

play and sing at the Long! School of Mlusic..

liasi

Chorus,

ensembles or flute orchestra. ..vocal chamber groups.

Schol,:ship, A.s
Thle aiGuall rlai, Sy.T ii-iiiuma,
will be made to current iuniors interested in a career
in government or other area of public service at the
federal, state, or local level. Applicants must be
U.S. citizens or nationals. MIT can nominate up to
fourjuniors for the 1994 Truman Scholarship
Competition held nationally.

Jum's Journal

c!asses. ..

or opera ... in improvisation workshops and performance J
n most interested and interesting niusic-lh ers
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Boston's finest teachers and perfornlers. anti the
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The awards are for up to $30,000 to apply to senior
year and graduate school expenses for a maximum

r-

of three years after graduation.
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Any junior wishing to be considered should pick

School of Music

up a Preliminary Screening Application from
Leslie Torrance, g51-210 (History Office), or call
253-4965. The deadline for these applications is
5:00 p.m., Thursday, October 7, 1993.

I

r the ['hoe, Cornnlmtiityl
Schoolfoi
The Profesrioaal.M1sic
3
Blocks from Harvard Square·
Just
Cambridge:
One Follen Street.
For a complete list of ensembles. classes in theory and history.
aill 8-'6-09(.
and much more...c
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Wednesday, September 29, 1993
4:00 p.m.
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Th@ largest sperm bank
in the United States
is looking for donors.
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The goal of the Cambridge California
high
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Requirements include good health,
between the ages of 19 to 34, and a
9 to 12 month commitment.

Call for more information:
I ~
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497-8646
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COMPLETE MEDICAL SCREENING
(ALL COSTS PAID) AND YOU EARN UP TO
$1O5/WEEK IF QUALIFIED
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Everyone is looking for a bargain. College, however, is
usually the last place where you can find one. With the
rising costs of tuition, books, and housing, many are
finding out that a student rarely encounters a good deal
these days. Until now...

' ff ' students Introducing The Boston GOlobe's version of financial aid:
:-' -. get The Globe delivered to your dorm or apartment for
anfdher *an;,i-50%' off the regular delivery price.
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To start receiving The Boston Globe on campus call:
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For students, The Globe is much more than a newspaper:
it's a resource. You'll get the best coverage of local and
foreign news, arts and entertainment and all your
favorite college and pro teams. Plus, The Globe's
classified pages will help you find that perfect apartment
or the ideal job. All for half-price!

abcakes.,,'
the Boston Herald

1.800-858-4275
For off-campus delivery call:

A5Local Gem:
-theBoston Phoenix

1-800.622.6631 Ext. 75
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Reduces Hours,
Morss
Pritchett C~loses lnde intel Dining, from Page I

closes from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. and reopens for dinner from 5 p.m. to 7
add packaged discounts, such as p.m. However, Leo said that these
combinations of cookies and a cup hours may change depending on
of coffee, to make the total deal customer feedback.
more affordable.
Earlier this summer, the housing
office had planned to close Walker
Pritchett will be closed
and leave Pritchett open, Leo said.
On the east side of campus, in But "if the objective is to feed stuWalker Memorial, Morss Hall will dents nutritious meals," then Morss
have limited dinner hours, and Hall is the better choice.
Leo also received letters from
Pritchett Snack Bar will be closed.
This decision was made based on about 30 students, almost all of
customer use, demand, and financial whom were against keeping only
restrictions which partly resulted in Pritchett open. Leo summarized
allowing voluntary meal plans for. their opinions: "They can't see
Pritchett as an alternative to dinner."
all students, Leo said.
Morss Hall continues to serve Pritchett offered mainly burgers,
continental breakfast and lumch, but sandwiches, fries, and other snacks.

As for the near future, Leo saicd,
"It's unlikely that Pritchett will reeopen."
Senior House resident Todd O.
Dampier '94 said, "I can understand
why they are closing because of
economic reasons, but I would like
to see both open for convenience."
He added that Pritchett and Morss
Hall serve very different clientele.
Aaron H. Banner '96, one of the
students who wrote to Leo, said,
"I'm a little bit upset about [the new
decision]. I didn't envision that
they'd close Pritchett entirely."
Banner also suggested additional
hours for Morss Hall and broadening the menu to more closely match
that of Lobdell Court.
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A defense against cancer can be
your kitchen.
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Delta Flight Pack. 8one-way tickets for under $53 each.
There's nothing like coming home to the
warmth of your cimily, Not to mention the
warmth of your fmily's dnrer.
M

Well, the Delta Flight Pack'

makes it

affordable for you to come home as often as
you want. You can now get a book of eight
one-way tickets for only $419. That's under
$53 a ticket. Or you can get a book of four
one-way tickets for only $229. That's under
$58 a ticket.
Use them to travel between New York's
LaGuardia Airport and Washington
D.C.'s National Airport, or New York and

Boston's Logan Airport.
Flight Pack tickets are good Monday thru
Friday, 10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
to 9:30 p.m. On Saturdays and Sundays you
can use them anytime you want. W'hat's
mrnore, the Flight Pack is good for a full year.
And just by enrolling in Delta's Frequent
Flyer program you'll accumulate valuable
mileage for future travel.

For more information call your travel
agent or Delta at 1-800-221-1212. And
betfore vou know it, vou'll have whiter *whites
and bluer blues.

. .DELTA sHUT17I
~.
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SCHOLARSHIPS.

International Publications is sponsoring E
National College Poetry Contest. Casprizes wil! be awarded to the top five
poems; poems will also be published ir
anthology of college poets. The deadline
for entries Is Oct. 31. For contest rules.
send a self-addressed, stamped envelope
to International Publications, PO Bo44044-L, Los Angeles CA 90044.
Congressman Joseph Kennedy II, Eightr
Congressional District, has announcer
several internships for the fall/winter term
of 1993. Positions Include admnistrativu
duties, press and scheduling duties, an
general office support work. For more infomation, call 242-0200.

8 p.Inm.
Kresge Little Theatre, N.I.T.
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Tfuesday. September 14, 1993
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The Buddy Program of the AIDS ACTION
Committee is looking for volunteers to pro
vide emotional and practical support to ouclients on a one to one basis. Interestec
pernns need to fill out an application ant
attend our orientation and training. Info=
437-6200 x450.

in1'
Bharat-Natyvain and K'ichipudi
ClassicalDanrlces of India

. ,::,

I-

l)sciplc of Indrani

.,,,

.

FORMATION
FOR INF
CALL 1((800) 367-9822
B10W-_)N

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES
Recording for the Blind urgently needs
professionals, retirees, and college stu
dents to help us record new textbooks for
our borrowers local and worldwide. Fine
out about Cambridge's most convenient.
flexible, and rewarding volunteer opportun.ty. Call 577-1111.

I,eela Ra.ja

and
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GRANTS, AND AWARDS

4 P.M. - 10 P.M.
4 P.M.- 1 A.M.
10 A.M. - 1 A.M.
11 A.M. -10 P.M.

,.O!L)T!.MP)E CLNTEP,

i

FELLOWSHIPS,

ade Center Boston
164 ern Avenue
N~orth

Monday - Wtednesday

COUNSELIING

-a H -f T-

Son & disciple of
Guru Knshna Sarnia
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The Behavioral Medicine Program of the
Cambridge Hospital sponsors short-terrr
groups throughout the year to help wit=
anxiety and stress, panic attacks, depree
sion, smoking cessation, weight management, pain, headaches, and social anxiety=

I N D R A N 1 Dancers land Musicians fron I N D I A
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Hey, bartenders! The National Multiple
Sclerosis Society is seeking a project
assistant volunteer (Aug. 15 - Oct. 1) fothe Coors Light 'Ugly Bartender Contest.
Contact Chris at 8904990, ext 118.

Presents

ulE

i

I%

I

Send items of interest to: "News Notes, The Tech, room W20-483"
or through emrai to: not i ces(athp-t ech.mit. edu
Notices run on a space-available basis only; priority is given to official Institute
announcements and MIT student activities. The Tech reserves the right to edit all
listings and makes no endorsement of groups or activities listed.
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ONGOING ACTIVITIES

Lectures, Seminars, Activity Meetings, Volunteer
Opportunities, Community Service, Contests,
Scholarships, Fellowships, Internships...
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Call The Tech News Hotline:
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Advertise your events in The Tech for
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Apple Personal
Laserfiter& 300. $560

Apple

syleWriters I. $280

Right now, you can get a great price on an Apple' printerfor your
be able to print sharp, professional-looking papers
right there invour room-without having to wait around at the comNlacintosh" Soyou'll

puter lab. You catl even get special financing with the Apple Computer
Loan: See your Apple Campus Reseller today. And discover the 0-

power more college students prefer. The power to be your best: If

Be one of the first 350 to buy your Mac and get a cool Apple Tshirt!
MIT Computer Connection, Student Center, Lower level
253-7686, mcc @ mit.edu
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City Days, fromln
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,l-c. lunch,

dJvj.

making personalized buttons.
One of the girls, Robin, had no
idea what to draw for her button. I
was helping her come up with ideas,
and we started talking. I discovered
she was born with a heart defect and
a

j liovil J,

had already had three heart operations. She was only ten years old.
Robin had been through more than a
lot of people my age; yet she was
still a happy, normal kid. She finally
decided to draw a smiley face.

paper and 12 inches of tape. The
kids put forth a good effort.
Our second stop was our group's
button-making station. Both the kids
t=aIv!:.
LAd ,

Page 25
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group Lad two

Lhe

sports activities. Some of us decided
to sit at the sidelines and cheer rather
than play - we were getting worn
out. All of these kids bursting with
energy definitely made me feel old.
The festivities ended with a
-

pizza party. Things got a bit out of
hand when some of the kids started
playing with the extra Diet Cokes:
shaking up a can and puncturing it.
Even amid the pandemonium, my
group found me, and I was able to
get ther..oni tei: LuS.
City Days "gives you an honest
picture of what it's like to work with
kids," said Ateev Mehrotra '94, who
worked part-time over the summer
to help coordinate City Day One.
I realized that City Days was not

about exposing the kids to science
and technology, but rather about
exposing them to us -- MIT students. The children looked to us as
role models. We made a little difference in these kids' lives for this one

I
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City Days is for fun, but its main
purpose is to b "a launching boad

for longterm service," Mehrotra said.
Service continues during year
City Days is a Public Service
Center

Moreover, many of the freshmen
in my group were excited by working with the kids and hoped to continue volunteering at the elementary
school throughout the year in the
LINKS program.

3

If
..

r4 Pi

prtoram made IIn of three

parts: City Day One, where the children come to MIT; City Day Two,
where the MIT students go out into
Cambridge; and LINKS, where MIT
students volunteer at a Cambridge
elementary school on a weekly
basis, according to City Days Chair
Gwendolyn K. Lee '95.
The purpose of the City Days
program is to "try to get MIT students to be involved with public service, with an emphasis on education," Lee said. The kids benefit
because they are exposed to science
and are encouraged to stay in
school; and the MIT students benefit
because they learn more about Cambridge and its residents, she added.
Lee called City Day One a success. "The kids had a lot of fun, and
so did the MIT students." The Public Service Center also sponsors the
LINKS program, now in its second
year, which enables MIT students to
help out in a class or with afterschool activities on a weekly-basis.
City Day Two, where MIT students go out into the Cambridge
community to do volunteer work,
will take place on Oct. 2. It will be
replacing what used to be Public
Service Day, Lee said.
Last year, City Days One and
Two took place within a two-day
period. This year, the two days are
separated by a month to make it less
tiring for the freshmen, and so that
more upperclassmen can get
involved, Lee said.
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Top: An area school child draws
a teddy bear onto her T-shirt as
an MIT student steadies the
stencil.
iirt

in

Above left: An MIT student
spins around a bat during a City
Day One activity. Others yell
encouragement as he gets
dizzy.
Above right: Cambridge school
children played soccer, kickball,
bombardment, and other games
during City Day One. An MIT students watches as the kids play
soccer.

Left: MIT students support Cambridge kids during a wheel-barrow race. The race was another
activity from City Day One. Students shoot across the Henry G.
Steinbrenner Stadium.
Photos by Yueh Z. Lee
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LASER KARAOKE
CONTEST! WIN AFREE
PIONEER CD CHANGER*
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SAVE $20! 6-disc CD changer
with talk-back operation,
auto digital level control

SAVE $20! 50-watt receiver
features 5 audio inputs and
a 5-band graphic equalizer.

and 2 mode random play.

50 watts perchcnnel at 8 ohms

20 Hz to 20 kHz at 0.8% THD
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7
'
Septermber 18
,
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$il per month, on SecarsCharge

Each. Sold

only in pairs

handle up to 70 watts of power.

DolbyV Prologic" surround
sound receiver with 3 audio
and 2 video inputs. reote
control and much mot6!

a
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only In paus.
H. v- 47;;
$10 per montih on Sea$Charge
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D. I'''
$10 per month, on SearsCharge

3-way floor speskers with
12-inch woofers can hancdle
up to 150 watts.of power.
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*eebelwo'for

®
with Dolby
cassette deck
Dual
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B & Cunoise redUcTion, LOIDy

COMPACT DiSC

HX Pro, high-speed dubbing.
C. 96183 (Mfr. #VS452)
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3-way bookshelf speakers can
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LISTINGS
t+udecn activities, administrative offices,
inalemic departments and other groups
-- both on and off the MIT campus - can
list meetings, activities, and other
announcements in The Tech's 'Notes"
-?ctIon. Send Items of interest (typed and
d-itile spaced) via Institute mall to 'News
The
h.. Tech. room W20-483, via US
t
'-3! to I'News Notes, T'he Tcch, Pr o.v
2,; MIT Branch, Cambridge, MA 02139,"'
.' tla Internet e-mail to notices@them;.edu. Notes run on a space-avalrnic
basis only; priority is given to official
n'l}e
.:ltute announcements and MIT student
-:,;qtles. The Tech reserves the right to
,:' cr refuse any listing and makes no
--,~Iorsement of groups or activities listed.

I
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Ontic~~~~~f

Open 9am-6pm M-F
Stratton Student Center
617-258-LENS
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be a book sale to benefit

w;11
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SEPTEMBER Il
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C

Giorgio Armani
Liz Claiborne Optics
Dakota Smith
Alfred Sung Eyewear
Laura Ashley Eyewear
Perry Ellis
Polo Ralph Lauren
Elizabeth Arden
Essence Eyewear
Bugle Boy

M4[T~~

ANNOUNCEMENTS
III
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Sojourner: The Women's Forum from 10
Cambridge BaD
m t, 6 Dm at the iOld
t. Cnurch at 1151 Massachusetts Ave.,
hw2!a

Square. For more Information, call

52,:-0415.

SEPTvEMBER 13

OUR MOST
VALUABLE

The Harvest Cooperative Supermarket in
Central Square will hold an informational
meeting and membership drive at 7 p.m.
for Global Action Plan's Household
EcoTeam Program. Call 651-1580 for more
iformation.

CASA Spanish Language and Sa!sa Dance
Program: Harvard Square and Jamaica
Plain. Learn Spanish at affordable rates
from native speakers. 10 week terms
beginning Sept. 13. Classes held once or
twice a week. n the morning, evening, and
on Saturdays. Speceial classes for health
care professionals. Intensive day classes
alo, Sals7a Dance taught ever Friday. For
more information please call 547-3363.

INVESTMENTS
HAVREN mTOTHIlXG

!1

SEPTEMBER 14
Female freshman senators, Cheryl
Jacques, Dianne Wilkerson, Therese Murray, Shannon O'Brien. and Marian Walsh,
share their thoughts on a year in the Senate from 6 to 8 p.mn. at the Federal Club,
100 Federal St., Boston. Admission in
$15. Call 695-1851 for information.

To DOW IITH

SEPTEMBER 17

At Putnam, wve proudly
invest time, effort and mindpower in partnerships with
our people. We know that the
expertise, dedication and
enthusiasm you bring to us
can create exceptional opportunities... for you, for Pultnam
and for our clients.
A broad-based, full-service organization providing
investment managemenet to
individuals and institutions

The MIT Japan Prograrm will show three
Japanese films, Tampope, Rashomon, and
Streets of Shame starting at 7 p.m. in 1390. Diet debates on legalized prostitution. Call 253-2839 for information.
*

l~

*

*:

The Boston premiere of the 'The Real Livel
Brady Bunch," a parody of the 1970s sitcom, will benefit Pianned Parenthood,
when purchased through Planned Parenthood. Tickets are $25 doe the show and

$40 for show and reception. The show is
at 8 p.m. at the Charles Playhouse. 79
%Warrenton St; the reception is at 5:30
p.nmr. at Zanzibar, 1 Boylston Place. For
tickets, call 492-0518.

SEPTEMBER 18

through mutual funds and

The Harvest Cooperative Supermarket will
sponsor an organic food tasting festival
from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.

separately managed ac-counts,
Putnam seeks enterprising
individuals who thrive in a

SEPTEMBER 28

fast-paced,

'Free Trade and Democracy," a lecture
given by Noam A. Chomsky. professor of
linguistics and author, will be at 7:30 pm
In 26-100. Sponsored by Central America
Solidarity Association. $5 donation
requested at the door. For more information, call 492-8699.

team-oriented

MONEY
environment..We offer you
exceptional career opportunlities within our investment
management and institutional

marketing groups.
As one of the country's
largest and most successful
money management firms,
Putnam has created a unllique
blend of itnnovation and tradi-

tion, individual expertiseo and
teamrn effort. And with mnanaged assets exceeding $75 billion, we can offer you much
more than just potential for

Putnam will be conducting an on-campus presentation for MBA students on
Wednesday, October 6,
12:00 p.m., Building E51,
Room 329.
Please send resmlnle andc
corver letter to Manager of
Executive and AMiBA Recruitmient, Putzam ... Invest.Ln t..s,
One Post Office Square,

I!
I

Boston, MA 02109. As an
equal opportullnit employer.
ace value diversity in our
workplace.

growth.

Ii
A TIME HONORED TRADITION IN MONEY MANAGEMENT

PUTNAM
INVESTMENTS

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES
The Cambridge Youth Guidance Center
seeks volunteers interested in spending a
few hours a week with a child who has
emotional problems. Males and Spanish,
Portuguese, and Haitian-Creole speakers
are especially needed, but all are welcome. Call Stefan Battle at 354-2275.
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Look Starts
Conditioner &
Precision Cut

!

Come to a Spaghetti Supper for the
Class of '97

With this ad (REG. 512)

I

II

II
I
I
I

1Vednesday, Sept.

15, at 5D;O0 p.im1.

at
Harvard-Epworth
United Methodist Church

iII
I
I
i

III

1555 Massachusetts Avenue
(opposite Carnbridge Common'
For information, call 354-¢837.
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If you want a ride, meet in front of
McCormick Hall at 5.15.
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{I-e Department of Mathematicspresent

end collisions, but only a safety

Workshops for students who want to review
pre-calculus mathematics
ADUMM
YOU COULD LEARN AUf FMROM
BEIT.
S~ffIY
YUR
BUIUD
~Tc
Fa an-rWna

nal t

awtkV AsCalWSatety

September 9, 10, 12, 13, and 14
from 6 - 8:30 pm

800424-9.3

Get help fro~71

U S Dearlment
of Transpor~taon

IN CMRDGE FOR
SiXxMNTHS AND YOU
HAVIEN'1T EATEN
~SrLL
AT TRH'-E S&S?

Math Review Nights

belt can protect you from side and
rear-end collisions. So buckle up.
And you'll cover all the angles.

.

.

I.

TT - Expires 10/31/93I

Not valid with other offers

I
Sure air bags work great in fi-!,rlt-

L

eI wIXfI s

!

p"Ov

frietnblL
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Vr
tors!

Date

Room

• Thursday, September 9
Algebra
Geometry and Analytic Geometry

4-159
2-102

r

paz

-bCI~ A Public Seriece of
C

stX Thts Publication

• Friday, September l0
Trigonometry
Exponentials, Logs & Complex Numbers

4-159
2-102

• Sunday, September 12
Algebra
Exponentials, Logs & Complex Numbers

4-159
2-102

- Monday, September 13
Geometry and Analytic Geometry
Trigonometry

4-159
2-102

- Tuesday, September 14 - Make-up Lectures
Algebra
Geometry and Analytic Geometry
Trigonometry
Exponentials, Logs & Complex Numbers

4-159
2-102
2-131
2-132

You'd probably be embarrassed to know we're just around
the corner in Inman Square. We've been there since 1919 delighting smart diners with evervthing from New York
style deli sandwiches and buffalo-sized Buffalo Wings to
Baby Back Ribs and Swordfish Dijon. Food and drink from
all over the world served in poi tions so generous, the
Boston Globe called them "Humongous." All at very affordable prices. So why not come to the S&S and take ina few
courses.And learn what great dining is all about.
Sack
Restaurant
Find Sincr1e 4(V
AGwrestl

the
Walnt to go but can't get to tile workshops? Pick up self-paced Study Guidesfront
2-108.
Roomn
Office,
Math
UAA,(Room 7-104), Koom 7-133 or tie Undergraduate

L

This space donated by The Tech
,

-

s-

. - -I.-

-I ll!",

- .. . -..
2uestions?- Call the UAA at x3-9419 or x3-361. -

_

Breakfast, lunch, Dinner. Mon.-Sat. 7:00a=42:00 mid, Sun. 8:00am-l1:OOpm
Inruan Square, 1334 Cambridge St , Cambridge, 354-0777, FAX: 354-6924.
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aNodaame
Re S taurant
on Boston's Historic Waterfront
since 191 7

Come Enjoy Our Traditional Seafood

Right on the Boston Waterfront.
Ii

Some People
commit
Child Abuse

Before
Their Child Is

We are the oldest restaurant in Boston
that has been under the same management.

I
i
I
I
I

We are reasonably priced

i
I
I

with the young in mind.

ii
i

Even Born.
According to the
surgeon general,
smoking by a pregnant
woman may result in a
child's premature birth,
low birth weight and
fetal injury. If that's
not child abuse, then
what is?

There is Plenty of
Free Parking
available 7 days a week.

I
II
I
II

We are located near the World Trade Center at 17 Fish Pier.

Takeout is also available

423-2705

U-

Hours: 11-00 am - 10'00 prn, Monday through Sunday

| AMERICAN
CAMNCER_

, SOCIETY

L

i

"where thefishjump from the ocean into the frying pan"
I
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Let sArauve Returns with College Football cksd
humble scribes' favorite play, the
fumblierooski. Ifthe officials have

Column by Mike Duffy
and Andraw Heitner

7-u/c
Jonn
5.

.....
Arl-nnnr
X-

,ooo,

Luoacn;,

l-rtalaao

q

State

6. Jesse James, OL, Mississippi
pigskin on this play, maybe they State
7. Chris Cross, WK, Oregon
should move on to championship
Connect Four. Please do not change State
8. Carlester Crumpler, TE, East
the rules, though, just to accommoCarolina
date the zebras.
9. Stacy Seegars, OL, Clemson
that
publicly
state
we
Lastly,
10. Steve Booze, WR, Mississipshaft
the
got
Majors
Coach Johnny
Valley
pi
elevator)
the
want
(he didn't even
from the University of Tennessee.
Players to Watch
With all the coaches in Division I Pre-Season
Offense
jumping ship when a better job offer
1. Marshall Faulk, RB, San
a
see
to
shame
a
it's
comes along,
loyal and classy guy get dumped Diego St.
2. Tyrone Wheatley, RB, Michiafter a couple of losses. Majors
gan
resand
try
to
returns to Pittsburgh
3. Calvin Jones, RB, Nebraska
urrect a program he once brought to
4. Chnarlie "W'a-d, QB, l.-id.a
luck,
Good
limelight.
the national
State
coach.
5. (tie) Miarvin Graves, QB,
Games to Mark on Your Calendars Syracuse
Neil Best, OT, MIT
1. Miamni at Florida St., Oct. 9
Dame,
Notre
at
2. Florida State
Defense
Nov. 13
1. Rob Waldrop, DL, Arizona
Michigan,
at
Dame
3. Notre
Aaron Glenn, DB, Texas
2.
Sept. 11
A&M
4. Syracuse at Miami, Oct. 23
3. Willie McGinest, DL, USC
Nov.
Florida,
at
State
Florida
5.
4. Ron Woolfork. DL, Colorado
27
5. Antonio Langham. DB,
Alabama
Toughest Schedules
State
1. Flo.rida
Sack's Sleeper Teams
2. Notre Dame
l. Wisconsin
3. Michigan State
Frcsno State
2.
4. USC
Texas
3.
5. (tie) Colorado
North Carolina
4.
Stanford
5. Vanderbilt
too difficult a time following the

SPORTSCOLUMNISTS

Greetings to our faithful readers.
After spending June at the World
Cricket Championships here in Rio
--- a hearty Let's Argue two thumbs
up to the pina coladas made by
Roni DeSilva down at Pirate's
Cove on lpanema Beach - we
returned stateside for a successful
run on the banquet and lecture circuit. Now, 50 pounds heavier but
thousands of dollars richer, we have
made it back to the place we call
mecca: MIT.
Before presenting our college
football preview, we offer our
thoughts on tonight's ChavezWhitaker fight down in San Antonio, Tex. home of Taco Bueno.
Whitaker is already talking of running from Chavez - as a game
plan. He better have a good pair of
Shaq Attaq's on (hope his shoe size
is less than 15) and a pillow on the
back of his head because Pernell
will be on the canvas more than
once. Chavez is hungry for more big
money fights (se Te,,( Norris; and
a 100-0 record. Lou Duva goes 0-3
versus the best pound-for-pound
fighter in the world. Chavez won't
disappoint his many fans in the
Alamodome, as he KO's Sweat Pea
in !0.
Rutgers backup quarterback
Brian Fortay has redefined the term
"whiner." When poor Brian was

unable to secure a starting position
down in New Brunswick (a.k.a.
Quarterback U.), he filed a lawsuit
against the University of Miami,
claiming that it hindered his crack at
the NFL. Fortay says that former
coach Jimmy Johnson promised this
blue chip recruit the starting quar-

terback job at Miami if he went

there. But "Papa" Gino Torretta beat
him out, and Fortay went to the
Scarlet Knights. Now Fortay rides
the pines and blames Johnson for
this. Hmm, it couldn't be because
you're awful, huh buddy?
The commies who run the
NCAA are at it again. Not only are
they requiring players who have too
much blood on their uniforms to
change them, thus forcing the grittiest linemen to sit out some plays,

but they have also outlawed your

Top Ten Team Nicknames

1. Virginia Tech Gobblers (listed in media guide along with Hokies)
2. Hofstra Flying Dutchmen
3. Western Illinois Leathernecks
4. (tie) North Arizona Lumberjacks (petrified logs, we presume)
Stephen F. Austin Lumberjacks
6. S.W. Louisiana Ragin' Cajuns
7. Canisius Golden Griffins
8. Mississippi Valley Delta Devils
9. Kent Golden Flashes
10. Delaware Fightin' Blue Hens
Sunshine's All-Name Team
1. J.J. Joe, QB, Baylor
2. Paul Uppole, RB, Georgetown
3. Pat Goodwillie, LB, UPenn
4. Spike Dykes, Coach, Texas
Tech

the nation. What team owns the 2nd
longest streak at 142 games (hint:
they were last shut out in 1980 by
Baylor 16-0)? Send answers, comments, and votes for your favorite

late-night talk show host (votes for
Rush Limbaugh will not even be

acknowledged), along with your
college top five (we'll publish one
week)

fan's list every
sports(the-tech.

to

Answer to last term's question:
The New York Yankees. Kudos

to Brad Elder '97 and Mike Miller

'95 who got it right. They win The

bhacktaopress passes to

T,,ch's

The Chevy Chase show.
Globe Gem of the Week
This term's inaugural gem goes

to fan favorite Bob Ryan, who final-

ly got around to reading the back

issues of Let's Argue and copying

our pre-season selection of Frank

Thomas as AL MVP.

Menudo's Top 5
1. Florida State
2. Michigan
3. Miami
4. Alabama
5. Syracuse

NVa.sI

1¥11T T'B

Look for Brian "BVD" DiVasta
'95 and "Dukin' " Dave Lockwood
'96 to lead the men's varsity soccer
team to an over.500 record and its
first post-season berth in recent history.
Vix Picks
MIT 19, Salve Regina 6: U.N.
Secreta., General Boutros BoutrosGhali leads members of the eco-

summit and capacity MIT
I
nomic
crowd in the wave, sparking the
Beavers to victory. Lions 27, Patsie
17: After Pats defense gives up 3
TD's in first quarter, Parcells runs to
car phone to call Lou Gorman about
the availability of Mo Vaughn for
linebacker. Skins 32, Bishops 18:
Skins looked tough Monday night;
Bishops get bopped. Fish 30 ,jets
20: J-E-T-S will L-O-S-E. Boys 28
Bills 27: Buffalo's tune-up game
versus Patsies doesn't help much.
Owner Jones may need to pony up
the dough to bring EmMIT Smith
back in order for Dallas to repeat.
Fudge 24, Speagles 13: Reggie
White performs last rites on Randall
Cunningham. His sack dances make
us wonder if he's trying out for the
"Whoof, There It Is" video. Norwegian-Americans 17, Bears 13:
McMahon dusts off Rozelle headband and tapes of Super Bowl Shuffle in leading Minnesota to victory.
Pussy Cats 10, Colts 9 Corporal
Klingler leads Cincy past Indy in
this snooze. Raiders 16, Doves 0:
Seattle scored 12 points last week,
thereby using up this week's ailotment. Steelers 31, Lambs 9 Pittsburgh coach and Fantasy Island fan
Bill Cowher exhorts his team to victory with rousing "Win one for
Herve" halftime speech. Niners 31,
Browns 24: Dan Dierdorf dreading
follow-up interview with ABC's
Superboy. Dan hopes the new Clark
Kent will at least bring the new Lois
with him.
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UPCOMING HOME EV ENTS
Saturday, SepL 1I

Women's Sailing, Man Labs Trophy, 9:30 a.m.
Baseball vs. Wentworth Institute of Technology, 12:00
Field Hockey vs. Clark University, ! :00
Women's Volleyball: MIT Playday, All Day
Varsity Water Polo, Cambridge Invitational Tournament, TBA

You Heard it Here First
Look for Oklahoma coach Gary
Gibbs to be canned at the end of
another un-Sooner like season and
to be replaced by Mississippi State
coach Jackie Sherri.

Sunday, Sept. 12
Women's Sailing, Women's Invitational, 9:30
Varsity Water Polo, Cambridge Invitational Tournament, TBA

Where Are They Now
Former Heismann Trohpy Winners: George Rogers, John Capelletti, Archie Griffin, Hopalong Cassidy, Charles White, Earl Campbell,
Pat Sullivan, Billy Sims.

Monday, Sept. 13
Golf vs. Boston University and Brandeis University, TBA
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Trivia Question ofthe Week
Brigham Young has scored in
226 consecutive games, longest in
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F f ^]6TECH~L ,
Z LEE~J- . .... ArHZ
4-6, 6-4, 6-3, 6-4. Chang ater loses In the quartertnals to Pete
to launch a forehand agalmt Bemd (arbacher at the U.S. Open. Chang won
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Michael Chang prepares
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